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ABSTRACT

Battery-ultracapacitors hybrid energy storage systems (ESS) could combine the high
power density and high life cycle of ultracapacitors with the high energy density of
batteries, which forms a promising energy storage system.

In this thesis, an assessment of the benefits of the hybrid ESS relative to its battery-only
counterpart in pulse-load applications is investigated for both Nickel-Metal Hydride
(NiMH) batteries and Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, and under different load profiles.
Specifically, the hybrid ESS in this assessment is of the simplest type - paralleling the
ultracapacitors across the batteries without any power electronics interface between them.

To quantify this assessment, Discharge Capacity(0) is defined as the amount of energy
one can draw out of an ESS per unit charge supplied by this ESS. The metric for quantifying
the benefits is energy efficiency gain, defined as the percentage increase in the discharge
capability of the hybrid ESS over its battery-only counterpart.

The investigation proves that the hybrid system is more beneficial over the battery-only
system in terms of how much energy it can output at a specific state-of-charge level. Among
the test cases covered by this thesis, the increase in the output energy of Li-ion battery
systems by incorporating ultracapacitors can reach to 17% and that of Ni-MH battery
systems can reach to 33%.

This thesis also shows that the benefits of paralleling ultracapactors across batteries
depended upon the discharge profile of the load, the battery type and the capacitance. The
benefits increase quadratically with the pulse amplitude, decreases linearly with the duty
cycle and inverse with the pulse period. Moreover, capacitors with higher capacitance and
lower ESR yield to larger benefits. And for batteries with a higher ESR, the ultracapacitors
will show more benefits than for batteries with low ESR.

Thesis Supervisor: John G. Kassakian
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Pulse current or power releases the stored energy in a concentrated short-period pulse
or pulses. Numerous processes and applications in industrial production and daily life
involve or could be seen as pulse current loads. For example, wireless sensor signals or
communication signals of electronics devices often consist of pulses of milliamp and
milisecond periods [1]; power tools such as metal cutters, power drills, which usually cut
materials or drill a screw in several seconds and rests in between for minutes [2]; an
automotive engine starter, which requires an initial high power pulse of hundreds of
amperes [3]; fluctuations and faults in electronics systems could also be seen as pulsed
loads.

Batteries are known for their high energy density and have been widely used as the
main energy source in many pulsed load applications. However unlike running at constant
load, when high current pulses are impressed on batteries, the relatively large internal
resistance of the batteries will create a voltage drop, which may cause the output voltage
unable to hold as required. Moreover, it will generate heat inside the batteries, reduce the
available state-of-charge (SoC) window and decrease the life time.

Thus, batteries are usually not capable of running the same time length under pulsed
loads, comparing to under the constant load which have the same average current, as
shown the run-time comparison in Fig. 1-1 [4]. Considering the high usage rate of batteries
in pulse load applications, how to improve their run-time and discharge efficiency has
become a critical issue.

10

-Pulsed current Constant currrent

6............. .... ....

6 - - - - - 269 1 e
3.5 kJ4.3 kJ

at4
1 2 3 4 5

Discharge time (min)

Fig. 1- 1 Pulse and Constant Current Comparison
(Discharging at a 6C constant current and 12C pulsed current

of a 20 s period and a 50% duty cycle) [4]
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The ultracapacitor, or more descriptively the electrochemical double-layer capacitor
(EDLC), is a capacitor having an extremely high capacitance and a very low equivalent
series resistance (ESR) comparing with an electrolytic capacitor of similar physical size. It
is not a new technology but has advanced rapidly in recent several years, and has been
widely exploited to mitigate pulse load applications using batteries [4], [5].

Many investigations of battery-ultracapacitors hybrid systems have focused on
combining EDLCs with batteries through a power electronics interface, such as a dc-to-dc
converter [6]. The most popular application of ultracapacitors is in the field of
hybrid/electric vehicles (HEV/EV) [5], [7]. Other research is being conducted on
integrating battery-ultracapacitors hybrid systems into renewable generation systems,
mostly solar arrays [8]. With the use of power electronics as the interface, it has been
shown that adding an ultracapacitor to batteries (or other energy storage systems) can
relieve the stress on the battery by sharing the load current.[6], [8].

1.2 Literature Review and Previous Work

Little research has been done on quantifying the benefits of the simple battery-ultra-
capacitor paralleled systems [9], [10], [11].

Reference [9] describes a similar pulse-load application but only through simulation
and lacks hardware experiments. Besides, the models of the battery and ultracapacitor
were the ideal 'ESR-only' models which can only show a general approximation of actual
results.

Reference [10] focused on transient load suppression - the voltage drop due to a
transient current load (single pulse). Experiments were run on a 10.8 V Li-Ion laptop
battery, which was discharged by low current pulses of 2 A. The voltage drop during
discharge pulses decreased from 0.7 V to 0.08 V after adding a 7 F ultracapacitor. The
unique point in [10] is that they also conducted the same experiments with tantalum
electrolytic capacitors, which shows that the ultracapacitor has great advantages over
normal capacitors in terms of suppressing voltage drop, as well as size and volume. The
results in [10] are very helpful to explain the theory of how paralleled ultracapacitors
benefit the battery, but it lacks a direct explanation of energy efficiency saving and neglects
the importance of long-time experiment. In addition, there is no further analysis to
correlate benefits with the load characteristics.

Researchers in [11] focused on improving battery lifetime with a hybrid energy storage
system, and shared similar goals with this thesis. Both experiments and simulations were
conducted for a 14.4 V Li-ion battery with a pulse-current load of 2.3 A. The experimental
results show that the increase in the battery run-time when adding an equivalent 3.34 F
ultracapacitor could reach 4.3%; and when adding an equivalent 6.68 F ultracapacitor, the
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increase could reach 12%. However, the simulation results in their investigation, which are
respectively 3.6% and 6%, differ substantially from their experimental results,. This is due
to the models of batteries and ultracapacitors in their simulation being Thevenin ESR-only
circuit models which provide simplicity but sacrifies accuracy. These models do not take
the transient behaviors of batteries and ultracapacitors into consideration. The battery's
ESR-only model used in [11] also cannot describe the characteristics of battery's open
circuit voltage changing with its state-of-charge in a long-term run.

This thesis will continue investigating based on the previous work done by Ian Smith
from 2010 to 2012 [12]. His experiments also consisted of applying a pulsed current load
to both hybrid ESS and battery-only ESS and measuring the energy delivered to the load as
well as the charge drawn from the batteries. His charging and discharging circuit and
experimental board are shown in Fig. 1-2. The experiments were done by paralleling three
25 F ultracapacitors (equivalent 8.33 F) with five 1.5 V Ni-MH batteries in series
(equivalent 7.5V), under four different discharging current profiles. Results are listed in
Table 1-1. It shows that the hybrid ESS can provide significant efficiency gains over the
battery-only ESS, which could be as high as 35% (when the load current is 16 A, 10% duty
cycle, 400 ms period).

His experimental results were also used to verify a circuit model for the hybrid ESS,
allowing for future testing and design based upon simulation.

Table 1- 1 Energy efficiency gain of hybrid ESS over battery-only ESS (period: 400ms) [12]

Amplitude 8 A 16 A

10% 13% 35%

25% 11% 27%

10
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Fig. 1- 2 Charging and discharging circuit (left) and its experiment PCB board (right) [12]

1.3 Statement of the Thesis

This thesis assesses benefits of battery-ultracapacitor parallel energy storage systems
(ESSs) in pulsed load applications. For an electric vehicle, people care most about how long
their battery can run from one charge; for a power drill, people care about how many more
screws it could drill before recharging. These all depend on how much energy one could get
out of the batteries before depletion.

Thus the main benefit this thesis investigates is dischargeable energy, i.e., how much
more energy the hybrid ESSs can draw out of the same capacity batteries comparing to the
battery-only ESSs. This could also be seen as a type of "energy density". By simply
paralleling the EDLCs across batteries, they absorb high frequency and Large peak current,
and thus reduce the current as well as the energy loss inside the batteries. In addition,
there will also be benefits in terms of cost, volume, temperature and complexity.

This thesis will focus on investigating the benefits in high-current low-frequency pulsed
load applications, with pulse amplitudes from 3A to 20A, pulse periods from 50 ms to 400
ms and duty cycles from 5% to 50%. These load profiles can be seen in power tools and
power equipment, and if the power and voltage level were extended further, the
application would be in the automotive industry and public transportation system.
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The assessment of the benefits covers two different types of rechargeable batteries: the
nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) battery and the lithium ion (Li-ion) battery (particularly
lithium iron phosphate battery, LiFePO4). The former one is of relative high energy density,
safe and environment friendly, widely used in telecommunication, wireless communication
and automotive industry [13], [14]. The latter one is one type of Li-ion batteries, with
longer life time, higher power density and more safety than commonly used LiCo02
batteries [15].

The investigation also covers several other degrees of freedom, including various
capacitance values of ultracapacitors, as well as the period, the duty cycle and the
amplitude of the pulse loads, as illustrated in Fig. 1-3. Both experiments and simulations
were conducted in these several degrees of freedoms.

Results of this thesis reveal how much more energy one could get out of batteries by
paralleling ultracapacitors across them, which relates to how much longer the batteries
could run. The results also show the trend of the benefits and give a guideline of how to
select proper ultracapacitors for a certain load profile to get higher efficiency.

Pulse Number
I.

Pulse Width Pulse Amplitude/Amp

a a Time
Duty Cycle " Pulse Width

Pulse Period/seconds Pulse Period

Fig. 1- 3 Information of pulse load profile

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 covers background information and
knowledge, including the chemical characteristics of EDLCs, the modeling of Li-ion
batteries and ultracapacitors. Chapter 3 presents the design of experiments, including how
the metrics of this assessment were defined and how the investigation process was
planned. A simple theoretical analysis is also presented to analyze what variables will
influence the metrics and how the metrics will change with these variables. Chapter 4
describes the design of the hardware apparatus and hardware experiments. A test rig was
designed in order to draw the desired current profiles and measure the critical variables of
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the energy storage systems. In Chapter 5, a circuit model for the hybrid ESSs was built and
verified by the hardware experiment, and it was further used to simulate more sets of
experiments and helped further study the trend of the benefits over different degrees of
freedom. Chapter 5 compares and interprets both experimental and simulation results, as
well as addresses future work.
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Chapter 2 Background

2.1 Characteristics and Applications of Ultracapacitors

The capacitors generally can be classified into three different types: electrostatic
capacitors, electrolytic capacitors and electrochemical capacitors. The electrostatic
capacitors are simply formed by two metal electrodes with non-conductive dielectric
between them. In the electrolytic capacitors, the dielectric is replaced by a much thinner
oxide layer coated on one of the metal electrodes, and a conductive soaked paper inserted
between the oxide layer and another metal electrode, serving as the electrolyte [16]. At a
macroscopic level, both these capacitors can be evaluated using the equation

A
C Oc -

d

Where C is the capacitance, A is the surface area of one plate of either positive or
negative charges and d is the distance between positive and negative plates.

The electrochemical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) is a type of electrochemical
capacitors built based on the theory of "electrical double layer effect". The "electrical
double layer effect" actually appears at every boundary between two dissimilar materials,
which means that there always exists an array of charged particles and dipoles at the
interface of two different materials [17] [18]. Specifically if the two materials are electrode
and electrolyte, when impressing an electric field across their boundary, the charge
accumulates and forms a strong internal electric field, illustrated in Fig. 2-1. This charge
and the generated electric field form an equivalent capacitor. As with traditional capacitors,
this capacitance is given by (1).

C
U

-+ Iu

+ -+ -

UPa

Nhtmd at Nmwchwp

(a)
Fig. 2 - 1 Theory of ele

Pots"~a ot CbMp

(b)
ctrical double layer [16]
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The extremely high capacitance of EDLCs is a result of using porous (active) electrode
material such as carbon and metal-oxides. The surface area of these materials is on order of
105 times that of smooth electrodes, which brings the surface area A to the extreme. And
the very low ESR comes from the use of a high conductivity electrolyte, such as organic and
aqueous [16] [19] [20].

Because the energy stored in a capacitor increases linearly with its capacitance, and the
low ESR allows high currents to go through which means it can also provide higher peak
power, the EDLC combines both high power density and a relatively high energy density.
The Ragone plot shown in Fig. 2-2 gives a qualitative comparison of the energy and power
densities of batteries, traditional capacitors and EDLCs. The EDLCs can be seen as
transitional between traditional capacitors and batteries.

Ragone Diagram of Various Energy Storage Technologies

+ Maxwel
0 Nesscap

vEpcos
6 Cm Itor

10

DLC

10

10 104 10 10' 102 10
Specific Energy [WkgJ

Fig. 2 - 2 Energy density and power density comparison using Ragone plot
(conventional capacitors, EDLCs and batteries) [19]

Other promising advantages of ultracapacitors include their long lifetime as well as
strong reversible storing and releasing charge capabilities. They are capable of
withstanding a large number of charge/discharge cycles without sacrificing the available
total state of charge [16]. A comparison table of the specifications of ultracapacitors, Ni-MH
batteries and Li-ion batteries is shown in Table 2-1, from which one can get a general
overview of how the energy density, the life cycle and the power density of these three
energy storage devices compare.
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Table 2- 1 Comparison of Specs of different energy storage device [21] [22]

Ni-MH battery Li-ion battery Ultracapacitors
(typical) (typical) (typical)

Power density (kW/kg) 0.25 -1 0.3 8 -15

Longevity (cycles) 102 - 103 102 - 103 105 - 106

103 - 104

The history of ultracapacitors is summarized in reference [16]. They were first designed
for military uses such as power sources for electronic fuses and arming devices, missile
guidance systems and laser weapons [17]. Then, the EDLCs were used as the standby
power for integrated circuit memories, power systems and electronic devices [23], [24].
However, the energy density of EDLCs is still relatively low compared with that of
commonly used batteries, thus rather than being used as a main source of energy, the
EDLCs are most beneficial when used as a complement power source for other energy
sources, typically batteries, fuel cells, etc. A good example of using the EDLCs to
complement batteries is regenerative braking in the automotive industry, such as electric
vehicles [25] [26] and subway transportation systems [27]. The EDLCs are used to capture
the energy at very high power normally lost during braking and reuse it. In this way,
ultracapacitors help to both save total energy and to drive the engine during peak power
demand, thus improving the power density of the whole energy storage system.

2.2 Modeling of Ultracapacitors

A number of electric circuit models for EDLCs have been developed for simulation
purposes and to better understanding their behavior. Characteristics and trade-offs of
different types of models are compared in [16], [23], [28]. Depending on their application
and desired accuracy, the models for EDLCs can vary from very simple to very complex.

Because the charge diffuses at different speeds based on the different physical sizes of
the pores in the active electrode, RC pairs with different time constants are typically used
to model the charge balancing inside the EDLCs [29], [30], [31]. Different models chose
various combinations of RC pairs (in series, in parallel, or in transmission line form),
however, different RC pairs usually represent distinct time constants with an order of
magnitude separation from each other.

-The EDLCs have been observed to have voltage-dependent capacitance due to the
interfacial tension in the double layer [32], which is usually modeled as a nonlinear
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capacitor. In addition, the ESR and the capacitance of EDLCs are also changing with
frequency and temperature, the effect of which has also been modeled [33], [34].

Based on the goal of this particular investigation, several requirements were considered
when selecting the model, as listed below:

> The model needs to accurately simulate the performance of EDLCs in the pulse
period range of 1 ms to 10 s. Because the pulse period of interest was designed to be
from 50 ms to 400 ms, the upper and lower boundaries were selected to leave some
space to guarantee accuracy. The accuracy outside of this pulse period range could
be compromised.

> The model should not be too complicated or contain too many components. On the
other hand, it should not be too simple to fail to represent crucial characteristics of
the EDLCs, for example, the nonlinear capacitance behavior.

> Frequency and thermal effects on the EDLCs will not be considered. A fan was
designed to cool down the EDLCs, Li-ion batteries and the switches and keep the
temperature almost constant (details in Chapter 4).

The model proposed by Zubieta [30], shown in Fig. 2-3, contains three branches of RC
pairs, a leakage resistor and a nonlinear capacitor. Because it provides a simple circuit
configuration and relatively accurate representation of the EDLC's performance, this
investigation will model the EDLCs based on this equivalent circuit.

RO R1 R2

Vc +
C0 C O Cl C2

VE:O

Fig. 2 - 3 Equivalent circuit model for EDLC proposed in [30]

Parameter Identification Methods for EDLC models:

The parameter identification methods of this model have been studied in details in [19]
and [30]. Usually a pulse charge experiment, shown in Fig. 2-4, needs to be done: a fully
discharged EDLC (terminal voltage is zero) is charged by a current pulse with a given value
until its voltage reaches the rated voltage, then charging is stopped and the voltage of the
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EDLC is monitored during a long duration. The values of all R and C will be calculated by
analyzing the voltage waveform. The parameter extraction experiments were also
conducted on the same hardware board, and described in detail in Chapter 5.

Rated Voltage

Capacitor Voltage

Charge Current Pulse

lime

Fig. 2 - 4 Single pulse charge experiment for EDLC parameter identification

2.3 Modeling of Batteries

There are three popular types of existing battery circuit models which are compared in
[35] [36]. Each of them features short-term time domain, frequency domain and long-term
time domain characteristics of a single-cell battery.

A battery can be simply modeled as a Thevenin equivalent with an open circuit voltage
source and series resistor or impedance. In a long time period, the open circuit voltage
(OCV) V,, changes according to the change of the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery, thus
V, could be modeled as a charge-dependent (or current-dependent) voltage source.

Since the goal of this thesis cares about both long-term and short-term performance of
the batteries and how much overall benefits the ultracapacitors could bring to the batteries
from fully charged to fully discharged, the widely adopted runtime model proposed by [35]
was used, as shown in Fig. 2-5. The left part of the model represents long-term
performance of the battery, which consists of the self-discharge resistance Rself-discharge
and the capacitor Ccapacity indicating total capacity of the battery. The right part of the
model consists of the equivalent series resistance (ESR) R5, and RC pairs modeliing
transient performance at different time constant. Two or three pairs of RC are usually used
in most models.
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Voltage-Current Characteristics

> II 
I

Fig. 2 - 5 Circuit Model for batteries proposed by [35]

The selected battery model has been widely revised and tested for commonly used 4.2
V Li-ion batteries, Lithium Polymer batteries and Nickel-metal Hydride battery (Ni-MH)
and Lead-acid batteries [35], [37], [38]. Relatively less research has been conducted to
verify whether the model would fit for LiFePO4 batteries [39], [40]. Even though some
results indicate that there are errors in the model when LiFePO4 batteries are discharged
to low SOC [39], for this investigation, because the 90% SOC to 20% SOC part of the
performances influences most to our results, the accuracy is acceptable and the model
proposed in [35] is used, but with different experimental sets to extract parameters.

Parameter Identification Methods for Battery models:

Based on Fig. 2-5, there are several parameters whose values need to be determined
through parameter identification experiments: Rself-discharge, Ccapacity, SOC - OCV
relationship, series resistance Rs, short-time transient RC pair Rts/Cts, long-time transient
RC pair Rt 1/Ctj, and other possible time constant RC pairs. By assuming the self-discharge
resistance will not influence the performance over a times on the order of an hour, and
ignoring capacity decreases, we will set Rself-discharge infinite and Ccapacity equal to 1.

In general, all parameters could be extracted by proper pulse-charging experiments
from deep discharge to fully charge or vice versa. To get a sense of how to better design the
experiments, several different processes described in existing papers have been compared
in Table 2-2 [35], [39], [41]. Because this investigation cares more about discharge
behavior of batteries, the test steps were designed based on pulse discharge experiments
only, and the discharge current amplitude, duty cycle and period were designed to
accommodate our experiments. Details of the parameter extraction process are described
in Chapter 5.
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Table 2- 2 Comparison of different parameter extraction methods of batteries

[35] [39] [41]
Conducted Tests Pulse discharge tests. Continuous Pulse charge tests; pulse

discharge; pulse discharge tests

discharge

Discharge/Charge 0.1C, 0.3C, 0.7C,1C 0.5C, 0.75C, 1C 0.33C, 1C
Current Level

Pulse Width Each pulse discharges 30 min First pulse discharges

(for pulse tests) 0.lAh lAh, then every pulse

discharges 1OAh.

Rest Width 10 min 2 hours 1min

How to define Regression based on Regression based on Average of both charge

SOC-OCV curve? discharge curve discharge curve curve and discharge

curve

How to get RC Calculation based on the Calculation based on Calculation based on the

parameters? average of different different discharge first pulse

discharge curve curves
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Chapter 3 Design of Experiments

One way of evaluating the effectiveness of a battery is to consider the amount of energy
that can be drawn from it, i.e., its energy capacity. As previously discussed, the energy
capacity can be enhanced, in specific scenarios, by paralleling an ultracapacitor across the
battery. Accordingly, the objective of this thesis is to quantify the improvement in energy
capacity, between a battery-ultracapacitor hybrid system versus the battery used on its
own.

Ideally, the energy capacity could be measured directly. For example, one may
discharge the battery, or the hybrid system, from its fully-charged state to depletion, and
record the total output energy. The issue with such an approach is the amount of time
required. Each instance of the experiment could take on the order of hours. Time would
become a bottleneck, preventing us from conducting experiments at a wide variety of load
conditions.

Instead, in this thesis, we propose a proxy metric for energy, named the discharge
capacity, denoted as 0. As discussed in Section 3.1, the discharge capacity indicates the
effectiveness of an energy storage system, in a similar manner to the energy capacity
described above. However, and most importantly, the discharge capacity can be measured
in a shorter time, thus allowing for more data to be gathered in a given time period.

To compare the effectiveness of two different energy storage systems, a second metric
normalized energy gain is defined in Section 3.2, denoted as 60. It can be used to describe
the difference between the effectiveness of two energy storage systems, or more intuitively,
the "gain" in energy capacity of one energy storage system over another.

3.1 Discharge Capacity

The Discharge Capacity of an energy storage system, with units of Joule/Coulomb, is
defined as the amount of energy delivered to the load per unit charge drawn out of the ESS
during the discharge, as shown in (2),

t2
AE fa v(t)i(t)dt (2)
AQ i (t)dt

where E and Q are respectively, the total energy and total charge delivered to the
load, from time tl to t 2 . The former is computed by integrating the load power, i.e., the
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product of load voltage, v(t), and load current, i(t), over time. The latter is computed by
integrating the load current over time.

The derivation of discharge capacity is justified by the conservation of charge and
energy between a battery (or a hybrid system) and its load. Ignoring aging effect, it can be
shown that any given battery contains a fixed total amount of charge. Eventually, all of this
charge will be transferred from the source to the load, and the energy transfer that results
is by definition,

E =fvdq. (3)

It implies a phase plane of v and q, and energy is the area enclosed by any v(q)
curves and the q axis. For a pulse load application, an example of forming a trajectory on
the v - q plane is shown in Fig. 3-1. The load voltage v(t) and the load current i(t) are
measured, and the charge is computed as the integral of the current. One can see that on
the v - q trajectory, the voltage waveform has separate impulses along on the smooth
curve.

Puise Load Current

) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Load Charges

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
/s

0

Terninal Votage of an ESS

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
U/s

Vokage - Charge Refationship

Li W 3i
Charges/cotomb

'I

Fig. 3- 1 Trajectory on the v - q plane for a pulse load application

The load charge is equivalent to the SoC of the energy storage system, thus the
trajectory of the terminal voltage of the ESS versus its SoC on the v - q plane can be
shown as Fig. 3-2.
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Voltage - SoC Relationship

100 90 80 70 60 50
SoC/%

40 30 20 10 0

Fig. 3- 2 Trajectory of the termial voltage of an ESS vs SoC of the ESS

The spikes on the curve have zero width and a height equal to the voltage between two
current pulses. There is no area in these spikes thus no change in energy. We pick the
discharge capacity 0 such that at these spikes, the derivative of 0 over q is finite and at
other places, 0 is equal to the terminal voltage v. Thus 0 is a smooth function of q, and

E = f0(q)dq = fvdq

Since 0(q) is smooth, using the mean value theorem,

q2

AE = f 0 (q)dq ~ O(q')(q2 - q1),

Thus there comes our definition of discharge capacity,

AE
0(q) = - Iq

AQ

q' E [ql, q2]
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An example curve of 0 versus SoC is shown in Fig. 3-3. For a certain state-of-charge,
the higher 0 is, the greater the area is beneath the 0 - q curve, meaning more energy
can be supplied to the load by the ESS.

The discharge capacity is a metric fully relating energy and charge, and itself could be a
function of temperature, pulse profiles, battery type, etc.

Discharge Capacity (0)

Total Output Energy

Aq State of Charge
!q AE =Energy by Aq

(q) = -

Fig. 3- 3 Discharge Capacity 0 - SoC Trajectory

3.2 Energy Gain and Normalized Energy Gain

The energy gain is defined as the absolute difference between discharge capacities of a
hybrid energy storage system, (DH, and its battery-only counterpart, DB, under the same SoC,
denoted as AO and shown in (7). It indicates the absolute value of how much more energy
one could draw out from the hybrid ESS than the battery-only ESS.

A0Iq = 0 HIq - 0 BIq (7)

To have a standard for comparing the energy gain under different conditions (such as
different pulse loads, battery types, etc.), a percentage number rather than the absolute
value is used. The normalized energy gain is denoted as 60 and defined in (8). It can also
be translated to an increase in percentage of the ability to output more energy with the
same amount of charge.
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40 |q = - q
OB

0 HIq - OBIq

B Iq

A positive 80 indicates an improved performance by incorporating EDLCs in the
system. The larger the 80 is, the more improvements the hybrid energy storage system
has.

3.3 Theoretical Analysis

There are many variables that potentially influence the two metrics defined above. A
few examples are the pulse load profile, the battery's state-of-charge, the temperature and
the discharge rate.

A theoretical analysis was conducted to shed light on what these possible variables are
and their influence on the trend of the metrics. The analysis also gives instructions to the
design of the experiments.

The simplest Thevenin models for both batteries and ultracapacitors were used: a
voltage source or a capacitor with its series resistance, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The load
current i is the periodically pulsed load, with a duty cycle D and period T:

0 t DT
t>DT (9)

i i

Rc

+ ic
ccap+

IC

Rb

Vb

Vocv

Fig. 3- 4 A simple model of battery-ultracapacitor parallel system

Considering the circuit entering in its periodic steady state, the discharge capacity of the
hybrid energy storage system and the battery-only system can be calculated as in (10) and
(11) respectively. The derivation process is described in detail in Appendix 1.
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_f(vbi)dt-Vo,-

0 Battery-Only - - ocv - RI (10)

DT -(1-D)T

0 Hybrid = f(vbidt V - Rb fo ibdt RI - R[I Rb( e ( - 1 -Tf idt Ocv DT DT -T
eTeq - 1

(11)

Where Teq = C(Rb + Rc). And the normalized energy gain is

-(1-D)T

0 Hybrid Rb 2 ! 1 e Teq 1-DT
j50 = _-1 -- -( )(1 -e eq)

0 Battery-Only OCV -Rb I DT -T
e Teq-1

From (12), the normalized energy gain depends on the pulse information (duty cycle D,
period T, pulse amplitude I), and battery parameters (ESR Rb, open circuit voltage Voc,)
and ultracapacitor parameters (ESR Rc and capacitance C). As previously mentioned, Vc,
and Rb are changing with the battery' SoC, temperature, frequency, etc. The parameters of
the ultracapacitor are also changing with its SoC, temperature and frequency. The trends of
the 80 when changing these seven variables are shown in Fig. 3-5.

(12)

Normalized EG vs Pulse Ampliude Normrlized EG vs Duty Cycle

10 20 3
Pulse Amplitude/A

Normtahzed EG vs Open Circt Voltage

4 6 8 10 12 14
Open Circuit VoitageN

0 20 4O 8) 80 100
Duty Cycle%

Normalized EG vs Btery ESR

0 100 200 300 40 500
Btery ESRnohm

Fig. 3- 5 Possible changes of

Normlized EG vs Pulse Period

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Pulse Periodlms

Normalized EG vs Capackibce Normalized EG vs Capacitor ESR

0 5 10 15 20 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Capacitance/F Capacitor ESR/mohm

80 versus different variables
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This trend is not very accurate because in reality the changes of open circuit voltage
and battery ESR, as well as the changes of capacitance and its ESR could not be separated.
For example, typically for ultracapacitors, larger capacitance value corresponds to a
smaller capacitor ESR. And the sharp change in the plot "normalized EG vs Battery ESR" is a
mathematical artifact.

But still one can find important trends such as: the normalized energy gain will increase
as pulse amplitude increases, and will decrease as duty cycle and period increases. It will
increase as the open circuit voltage decrease and decrease when the capacitance increases.

3.4 Design of Experiments

The theoretical analysis gives some direction as to what to choose as the variables for
this investigation.

For pulse information, pulse amplitude, duty cycle and period were chosen. For
ultracapacitors, since its capacitance and ESR could not be separated, various values of
capacitors were chosen.

For batteries, two types of batteries (Ni-MH and Li-ion) were chosen to provide
different ESR values. And to match the open circuit voltages for these two types of batteries,
different numbers of cells were put in series.

In addition, because of the impossibility of controlling RC parameters and the open
circuit voltage of the batteries, a specific final SoC level was chosen. The assumption of this
choice is that the open circuit voltages and the battery RC parameters will stay relatively
unchanged at this SoC.

Therefore, there are six degrees of freedom in the experiments: pulse amplitude, pulse
frequency, pulse duty cycle, capacitance, battery type and SoC. Hardware experiments as
well as simulations based on a more accurate model were designed to reveal the exact
trend of 0 and 60.

3.4.1. Devices for the Experiments

The devices for the experiments are one type of Nickel-metal Hydride battery (Ni-MH),
one type of Lithium Ferro Phosphate battery (LiFeP04) and three values of ultracapacitors.
The Ni-MH battery pack consists of five 1.2 V Panasonic HHR370AH cells in series
connection, with a total voltage of 7 V. The Lithium-ion battery pack consists of two 3.3 V
A123 ANR26650 cells in series connection, to get a comparable total voltage of 6.6 V. The
ultracapacitor banks are three 2.7 V Maxwell ultracapacitors in series connection, with a
total rated voltage of 8.1 V. Three different values of ultracapacitors were used to construct
three capacitor banks with capacitances of 1.67 F, 8.33 F and 16.67F. The pictures of the
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batteries and the ultracapacitors are shown in Fig. 3-6 and their specifications from
datasheets are listed in Table 3 - 1.

Fig. 3- 6 Devices used in the investigation

Ni-MH battery pack, Lithium-ion battery pack and

ultracapacitor cell (left to right: 5F, 25F, 50F)

Table 3 - 1 Specifications of devices used in the investigation

Ni-MH [42] LiFePO4 [43] Ultracapacitors [44]
Norminal 2.7V

Voltage/cell 1.2 V 3.3 V 2.7 V 2.7 V
Capacity/cell 3.5 Ah 2.3 Ah -

Capacitance/cell - 5F 25F 50 F

Estimated

ESR/cell 20 mQ 10 ml 170 ml 42mf 2Omf
Diameter/cell 18.2 mm 26 mm 10 mm 16 mm 18 mm

Length/cell 67 mm 66.5 mm 20 mm 26 mm 40 mm

Mass/cell 60 g 70 g 2.3 g 7.5 g 13 g
Manufacturer Panasonic A123 Maxwell

Part number HHR370AH ANR26650-M1 BCAP0005 BCAP0025 BCAP0050
Cells in Series 5 2 3 3 3

3.4.2. Design of Pulse Loads

As mentioned in section 1.1, this investigation is interested in
A to 20 A, and pulse periods from 50 ms to 400 ms and duty cycles

pulse amplitudes from 3
mainly from 5% to 50%.

For the hardware experiments, discrete numbers in these ranges and different
combinations of these numbers were selected. As discussed in Section 3.1, the SoC level to
which the two ESSs will discharge needs to be specified. Considering the time limitation of
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experiments, the SoC level of 99% was chosen. Depending on the SoC level, pulse numbers
for different pulse load profiles were decided.

The specified pulse load profiles are listed in Table 3-2. Pulse numbers are calculated
based on the 99% SoC level. However to simply the hardware experiments, each of the
pulse load profile takes 2000 or 4000 pulses. And in the latter data processing part, a
desired number of pulses were separated and the two metrics were calculated based on
these pulses. For example, for a pulse load with the pulse amplitude of 8 A, duty cycle of
20% and a pulse period of 100 ms (as in No. 8 in the Table 3-2), the desired pulse number
is 500. We first took 2000 pulses data, then calculate 0 and 60 based on the first 500
pulses.

Because the discharge capacity (0) is the derivative of energy with respect to charge at a
given charge level, 0 and 80 were both calculated based on the last 10 pulses of the total
desired pulses. An example is shown in Fig. 3-7.

Table 3 - 2 Pulse load profiles in the hardware experiments

No. Amplitude /A Period /ms Duty Cycle /% Pulse number Capacitance /F
1 4 100 10% 2000
2 4 200 10% 1000
3 8 50 5% 4000

4 8 50 10% 2000

5 8 50 20% 1000
6 8 100 5% 2000
7 8 100 10% 1000
8 8 100 20% 500
9 8 200 2.5% 2000 1.667/8.333/16.667
10 8 200 5% 1000
11 8 200 10% 500

12 8 200 20% 250
13 8 200 50% 100
14 8 200 75% 67
15 8 400 10% 250
16 12 100 10% 667
17 12 200 10% 333 1.667/8.333/16.667
18 16 50 5% 2000
19 16 50 10% 1000
20 16 50 20% 500 1.667/8.333/16.667
21 16 100 5% 1000
22 16 100 10% 500
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- Amplitude = fA Period = lOOms; Duty Cyde =10%
S Amplitude = A; Perod = 100ms; Duty Cyde = 20%

BatteryVoltage

desired pulse nwnber
1000 pulse

calculate 0 and 60

A= 10 pulse
State of Charge

BatteryVoltage

desired pulse number
= 500 pulse I

kcalculate 0 and 60

State of Charge
A= 10 pulse

Fig. 3- 7 Examples of using the last 10 pulses to calculate 0 and 60
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23 16 100 20% 250
24 16 200 2.5% 1000
25 16 200 5% 500
26 16 200 10% 250
27 16 200 20% 125
28 16 200 50% 50
29 16 200 75% 34
30 16 400 10% 125
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Chapter 4 Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus was designed and improved based on the system in [12].
To freely control different degrees of freedom, a discharging circuit and a measurement
circuit were designed; to guarantee each discharging experiment starts at the same fully
charge point, and give us freedom to charge different types and combinations of batteries, a
charging circuit was also designed and implemented.

The core of the test rig is a microcontroller, which controls the charging and
discharging circuit as well as takes measurements. There are several requirements that the
rig must meet:

> To be able to source/sink current in a range of 0 to 20 A, and provide good accuracy;
> To precisely sample data as well as output pulses with various duty cycles and periods.

This is critical for conducting any sort of experiments sweeping along pulse amplitude,
frequency and duty cycle.

> Experiments on batteries often run for hours, thus the apparatus needs to record a
large amount of data, which requires either separate SRAMs on the printed circuit
board or communication with a personal computer.

Several improvements need to be considered for the new apparatus compared to the
previous test rig in [12]:

> The microcontroller based measurement system needs to be improved in terms of clock
accuracy, sampling frequency, analog-to-digital converter (ADC) accuracy as well as the
speed of data transfer. The previous test rig was designed with an 8 MHz internal clock,
a 10-bit internal ADC and a Universal Asynchronous Receive/ Transmit (UART) rate of
115200 BAUD, which were all proved to be not sufficient.

> The flow map of the program needs to be redesigned to guarantee a more accurate
timing and achieve a more efficient data sampling process. In the previous work, the
period and width of the pulsed load was substantially differenent from what we
expected and programed in the microcontroller.

> The floating ground problem needs to be solved. Since there was no isolation between
the digital communication circuits and the high-current-side circuit, there was an
analog ground shift caused by closing the loop from the high side power supply ground,
through the low voltage analog and digital circuitry, to the data-collecting computer
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through the USB port. This floating ground increases the noise on the ADC data
collection, and shifts the signals up by over 10 mV.

The discharge part of experiments was also conducted later on a borrowed Agilent
Advanced Power System (APS) N7951A to verify the accuracy of the experimental results.

Fig. 4-1 shows the block diagram of the new test rig. The Atmel microcontroller
ATxmegal92A3U was chosen and put in the center of the diagram. Its internal 12-bit
Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) was used to generate proper analog signals to control
the current level of charging or discharging. The microcontroller also controls a separate
8-channel 16-bit ADC (Analog Device Inc., AD7606) to conduct simultaneous sampling.
Furthermore, it communicates and transfers data to the personal computer through a
UART-to-USB chip FTR232R.

UART - use
FT-3ZRIS3A,

Analog current value/
Timing

Charge/oWschr. I Nodov gE
circuits

Batterya
Uatrcapcitor

I16-bit ADC

Op-amp
Conditioning

Fig. 4 - 1 Block diagram of the experimental apparatus

4.1 Design and Improvement of Charging and Discharging Circuit

General Circuit:

The charging circuit and the discharging circuit were both designed based on the same
theory to function as constant current sources, as shown in Fig. 4-2 [12], [45]. The
operational amplifier (Op Amp) U, serves as a controller, compares the desired current
value with the measured current value to set the gate signal to the power switch Q., which
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operates in its saturation region and can be considered as a voltage-controlled current
source. UIA is an instrumentation amplifier, serving as both a signal conditioner and a
filter of ground floating noise.

Vcharge/ C
Me Vdischarge +V. d

UC

Cc

--- -- Vu Icharge/
Rc+V Idischarge

U~LA R9g R

Vcc - Vbattery,
Vbattery

Fig. 4 - 2 The constant current source used in the charging/discharge circuit

The difference between the charging and discharging circuits is the static operating
point voltage between source and drain of the power switch: for the former one it is Vcc
minus the battery's terminal voltage and for the latter one it is the battery's terminal
voltage.

Comprehensively considering the pulse amplitude we would like to achieve, and the
upper limit of the reference current signal (set by the DAC of the microcontroller to 1.0 V),
the shunt resistor was chosen as 10 mfl and the gain of the instrumentation amplifier U2
was set to 4.984. This number was determined by the gain equation of the instrumentation
amplifier when choosing a precise gain resistor of 12.4 kfl, as shown in (13).

49.4 kU
GAIN = RG + 1 (13)

Then the relationship between input analog signal Vcharge or Vdischarge and the
output current Icharge or Idischarge is
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Idis/charge = O.Os/ch = 19.984V8is/charge (14)

By staging two switches into a half bridge, the upper MOSFET functions as a charging
circuit and the lower MOSFET functions as a discharge current source, as shown in Fig. 4-3.
All devices with index 1 are for the discharging circuit and those with index 2 are for the
charging circuit. The only exceptions are that the shunt resistor R1 is for the discharge
circuit, R2 is for the current measurement in the capacitor branch, and R3 is for the charge
circuit.

RC2C

oCARGING SGNAL

VCC1

Cc A

-n-i UC A1

I

U.JA2

-VC

A"

R3
RZ

Fig. 4 - 3 Circuit diagram of the charging and discharging circuit

Both Uc and UTA are selected as dual-supply devices, so that they can either control
and measure currents during both the charging and the discharging processes. In addition,
the input range and the output range of Uc and UIA can reach exactly zero without a
close-to-rail problem of many single supply amplifiers, which improves the accuracy of
controlling and measuring small current signals.

The disadvantage of the dual-supply devices is that during discharging, the current in
the R3 branch (i.e., battery branch) is opposite to the charging direction, thus the output of
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UIA 2 will be negative and accordingly the inverting input of UC2 is also driven negative.
However the non-inverting input of Uc 2 is constrained by the microcontroller to have a
lowest value of 0 V (neglecting any offset), thus the gate signal of Qs2 will be positive and
Qs2 will be on instead of off as it should be. An external circuit was added to manually short
the output of Uc2 to ground during discharging to guarantee that Qs2 turns off.

Compensation:

The power MOSFET has capacitance Cgs between gate and source, which can be seen
as a capacitive load to the Op Amp U,. When driving capacitive loads, an Op Amp tends to
have peaking and oscillation problems and may cause reduced bandwidth and additional
phase shift [46].

By analyzing the mathematical model and the open-loop transfer function of the
constant current source circuit, the frequency response is plotted in Fig. 4-4. It can be seen
that without any compensation, the phase margin of the open-loop transfer function is only
180. A feedback compensation between Uc's output and its inverting input needs to be
designed to add more phase margin at the crossing frequency [47], [48].

Three different feedback compensations have been simulated: resistive feedback,
capacitive feedback and integrator feedback. It shows that the integrator feedback can
increase the phase margin to 67* without a large influence on the dc performance. Thus
the compensation resistor-capacitor pairs Rc1/CC1 and Rc 2 /Cc 2 in Fig. 4-3 were added.

Bode Diagram of Open-Loop Transfer Function under dfMerent compensation
150-Origial

100-- -. -. -. - .- RIstiveFeedBck
-IntegratorFeedback

50- -.-... - Res+ rtegratorFeedBack
- -- CapFeedback

a -5 0 - - -.. - -. - - . .. ..-.. .. . .. ... .... ..

15

-180 - -.-.-

-270 - --- -- --- --

-360 ...... .... . ........ . ... -
1012 10 1010

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 4 - 4 Frequency responses of the constant current source

with different compensation methods

Offset adjustment:
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The charging circuit needs to output current from 50 mA to at least 3 A for reasons
discussed in section 4.1.3, however the output Op Amp of the built-in DAC of the
microcontroller is not able to reach down to its rail [49]. The lowest voltage it can output is
16 mV, which according to (14) still gives the battery branch a 0.3 A charging current. Thus
a subtraction circuit was added to the non-inverting input of UC2 to guarantee the
charging current can go below 50 mA, as shown in Fig. 4-5(a).

The discharging circuit needs to output currents up to 20 A during pulses and also shut
down completely in between the pulses. However, the input offset voltages of the Op Amp
and the instrumentation amplifier, even though only typically 80 [iV [50], prevent the
MOSFET from completely turning off when we program the analog signal Vdischarge to zero.
An offset of minus 2 mV was added through a potentiometer to the inverting input of Uc 1

to guarantee the circuit can output zero current, as shown in Fig. 4-5(b).

The specifications of devices used in the circuit Fig. 4-3 and Fig. 4-5 are listed in Table
4-1. Because of the symmetry, most devices are the same in the charging and discharging
circuits.

Table 4- 1 Device value and part number
Device Function Part number/value

Ucontrol Low-offset precise operational amplifier AD8671
U_InstruAmp Instrumentation amplifier AD8221
Qswitch Power MOSFET ST43MN60N
Rshunt Precise shunt resistor (FPR 2 - T218) 10 mfl + 0.5%
Rdamp Damping resistor 10 
Rcompensation Compensation resistor 10 kfl
Ccompensation Compensation capacitor 270 pF
Roffsetl Offset resistor for discharging circuit 10 Mfl
Roffset2 Offset resistor for charging circuit 100 fl
Rpot1/Rpot2 Potentiometers for offset adjustment 2 kfl
Uoffset Subtraction operational amplifier AD8672
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(b) Offset adjustment for discharging Circuit
Fig. 4 - 5 Offset adjustment using potentiometer and Op-amp

4.2 Design of the Measurement and Control Circuit

To improve the accuracy and guarantee simultaneous sampling of data, a separate
16-bit 8 channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC) AD7606 is used. It can sample eight
inputs simultaneously at a maximum rate of 4 gs, and outputs 16-bit digital data, which we
use parallel data bus to transfer to the microcontroller.
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Since the use of the 16-bit parallel data bus, ground design becomes more important on
the printed circuit board. A four-layer board was designed, including one layer for ground
and one layer for supplies. On the ground plane, analog and digital ground was connected
underneath the ADC, and the analog plane was connected through a narrow copper path
with the power ground. The ground floating problem mentioned in the beginning of this
section was solved by implementing instrumentation amplifiers to condition the signals. In
addition, there were only two DAC digital signals traveling across the digital ground to the
analog ground, which minimized the influence between the two ground planes. The CAD
layout of the print circuit board can be seen in Fig. 4-6.

Fig. 4 - 6 CAD layout of the printed circuit board

To both improve the accuracy of the timer as well as speed up the data sampling and
transferring in the whole system, an external crystal of 14.7654 MHz and more interrupts
were used to guarantee precise timing. The timer of the microcontroller was set to ims,
during which data from all 8 channels was sampled, sent to the PC through the UART and
the next status determined. The flow map of the program is shown in Fig. 4-7, and an
example of data sampling is shown in Fig. 4-8.
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Fig. 4 - 7 Flow map of the program

Data Sample Example - Battery Current and Battery Voltage

1.6 1.61 1.62 1.63
tifme/econd

Battery Cwert
~Battery Voltage

- _

1.64 1.65 1.66 1.67

Fig. 4 - 8 Data sampling example - battery current and battery voltage in a hybrid ESS
experiment (discharge at a load profile of 8A, pulse period 400ms, duty cycle 10%)
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To increase the speed and efficiency of data communication between the UART and the
PC, the baud rate was increased from 115200 BAUD to 460800 BAUD. And instead of being
coded in ASCII, the data was coded into hex bits with no separation marks to reduce
elements which need to be sent. An example is shown in Fig. 4-9. The UART interface was
used to receive data on the PC side, the screenshot of which is shown in Fig. 4-10.

L weZ chOM so""Q W&d W

il ~ ~ 01--- 020- - 9 M9 4BfC6ACA27 2
Rcmd 'wmber Tunpwaurm Dlschd cuweew w r -. I I .

Fig. 4 - 9 HEX coding of the UART data transfer

men u.ActivX sio..aiont. ccwi

Ij C e FrezuI ,J

rum r hu JDbcann
r Imer h.. JR 2

_jTXD (3
_j CTS t

File I JDsOflJj__ _ _ _j DSR (6)

Ft-akwnog .I JRiv m
j BREAK
jEnr

cpsas pamtat 34MaVmanf 3

Fig. 4 - 10 UART receiver interface

4.3 Battery Charging Strategy

To shorten the total experimental time, rapid charging methods for both Ni-MH and
Lithium-ion batteries were studied and used. The charging specifications of both batteries
are listed in Table 4-2. Ni-MH batteries were charged at constant current, and terminated
when either the temperature derivative or the voltage derivative reached its limit; Li-ion
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batteries were charged at constant current first, then at constant voltage until either the
current limitation or the time limitation was reached [51], [52], [53]. Different termination
strategies were used for the batteries to guarantee the proper charge termination and
eliminate the danger of over charge.

Table 4- 2 Charging Specifications of Batteries

Ni-MH battery One Cell [42] Li-ion battery One Cell [43]
Recommended
caringmetd Constant current Constant current then constant voltage

charging method
Constant Current 1.6 A (0.43C) 3 A (1.304C)
Constant Voltage ------ 3.6 V

Termination rules Temperature rises 1'C per Current goes down to SOmA
minute.

Constant voltage charging goes longer
Voltage drops 5 - 10 mV per cell.

than 30 minutes.

The charging characteristic of Ni-MH batteries obtained from experiments is shown in
Fig. 4-11 (a) and that of Li-ion batteries is shown in Fig. 4-11 (b).

To guarantee each charging process reaches the same fully charge point and to verify
the reliability of the system, multiple charging curves have been compared as shown in Fig
4-12 (a) and (b).
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Charging Characteristics of Ni-MH Battery

2 1 1 1 1 1 1
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TimeAnin

(a) Charging characteristics of five-cell Ni-MH batteries

Charging Characteristics of Li-ion Battery
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(b) Charging characteristics of two-cell Li-ion batteries
Fig. 4 - 11 Charging characteristics of Ni-MH and Li-ion batteries
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Chargng Characteristics Verification of NI-MH Battery
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(a) Ni-MH Battery two different charging tests

Charging Characteristics Verification of Li-ion Battery
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(b) Li-ion Battery three different charging tests

Fig. 4 - 12 Verification of different charging test
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4.4 Data processing and Measurement Points

The 8-channel ADC was used to sample data at 8 measurement points. Except for the
temperature data coming from the temperature sensor LM35, the seven other
measurement points and their conditioning circuits are shown in Fig. 4-13 (a) and (b)
respectively.

There are two types of conditioning circuits: one is using differential amplifiers to get a
fraction of 1/3 and condition VB, VC, VPointB and VPointC; another type is using
instrumentation amplifiers to get a gain of 4.984 and condition VR1, VR2 and VR3. The
conditioned signals going into different channels of the ADC and their corresponding
channel numbers are listed in Table 4-3.

VCc

VBAT VB
b*'"eryVi Uconq_

d:4 Vbattery V_-PointB

Idis

Qdsdwge

charge

VR1 RI

V-PontC VPointB

- -VB

R31
I VR3

Icharge
Icap

Vcapacitor V_

dRdf3
L JkL3

AIntC

+V +
ICH 4-- VR3
IDIS U-InstruAng Roal VR1

ICAP VR2

A66

(a) Measurement Points; (b) Conditioning Circuits
Fig. 4 - 13 Measurement points and conditioning circuits

Table 4- 3 Measurement Points of 8 Channels into ADC

Channel Input Signal Direct Measurement Indirect Measurements
Name

1 Temp Voltage out of temp sensor Battery temperature

2 ICH Voltage across RsftUnt3, VR3 Current through the battery branch

3 IDIS Voltage across Rsfunti, VR1 Current through the discharge switch

branch
4 ICAP Voltage across Rshuntz, VR2 Current through the capacitor branch
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S Vcapacitor Voltage across capacitors, VC

6 Vbattery Voltage across batteries, VB

7 VCAP Voltage at the point above capacitors, VPointC

8 VBAT Voltage at the point above batteries, VPointB

Due to the layout of the parallel data bus from the ADC to the microcontroller, the

16-bit digital data cannot be directly used to represent an actual value, and an

interpretation function was used to process the data. Refer to the "Temperature (0x60C6)"

in Fig 4-9 as an example:

Ox60C6 = ObO11 0000 1100 0110

Digit 15th to 8th turns over to digit 8th to 15th; Digits 7th to 0th turns over to 0th to 7th.

Ob0000011001100011 = 0x0663 = 1635

1635
TEMP = 2 * 5 = 0.2495 V

32768

Temperature = TEMP * 100 = 24.95'C

Thus, the data string in Fig. 4-9 (1D036OC640240000004BC9ABCE4BC6ABCSA) can be

fully interpreted as below:

Temperature Charging Discharge Capacitor Capacitor Battery Nodal Nodal

Current Current Current Voltage Voltage VCAP VBAT

24.950 C 1.677 A 0 A 0.006 A 7.1892 V 7.1663 V 7.1878 V 7.1896 V

To calculate the
(16) are used:

AE =f

Discharge Capacity in (2) from the measured points, equation (15) and

(VPointcIdischarge + VpointcIcap + Icharge 2 R 3 )dt (15)

Aq = f Isystemdt = f Idischargedt (16)

Where

VR
Idischarge = 'I cap

VR VR
2'Icharge 3

(17)
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All variables used in the above equations are referred to Fig. 2-13(a). In addition, not all
eight measurement points are independent because redundancy was designed to verify the
accuracy of our measurement:

> Charge conservation: the integration of charging current and capacitor current needs to
equal the discharging current, as shown in (18);

> Energy conservation: the energy from battery equals the sum of energy delivered to the
load and the losses. The latter part should be far less than the former part. Thus the
energy delivered to the load needs to be approximately equal to the total energy from
the batteries, as shown in (19).

f Ichargedt = f Idischargedt +f Icapdt (18)

AE ~ AEBattery = f VBIchargedt (19)

The final experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 4-14.

Fig. 4 - 14 Experimental apparatus
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4.5 Sources of Errors

4.5.1. Errors in 0

Major sources of errors for the hardware experiment are considered as follow:

SEshunt errors of shunt resistors. The tolerance of the shunt resistors in our experiments
are 0.5% [54]. Since we are using three shunt resistors, the total error would be 1.5%.

> EADC, errors of analog-to-digital converter. According to AD7606 data sheet [55], the
LSB of the ADC is 152 IV. Using (14), we calculate the errors brought by ADC as

0.152 (20)
EADC ~I x 10 x 4.984

> Eoffset, the input offset voltage of the instrumentation amplifier is typically 80 puV [50].
It also brought the errors as in

0.08
Eoffset * i X 10 (21)

> Edigit, small number of data points for low duty cycle experiments. The sample rate of

the measurement system was set to 1 ms. For test cases of smaller duty cycle, there will
be fewer data points during the pulse width, which results in inaccuracy of the data. For
example, for an 8A-200ms-10% experiment, there were 20 data points during pulsing
but for an 8A-SOms-10% experiment, there were only 5 data points. We estimate
5edigit ~ 0.2% for experiments with data points below 10.

Considering the above mentioned sources of errors, we have a function of a total error
in (22),

Etotal : IEshunt + IEADCI + IEoffsetl(+IEdigitI) (22)

0.152 0.08
~1.5%+I 10 4984+ + (0.2%)

Ixlx4.84 IxlO

For a 8 A SOms 10% experiment, Etotal 1.513%. For a higher duty cycle, the error
would be lower than for a lower duty cycle.
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4.5.2. Errors of 60

60 is deduced from OH and OB, thus its error should consider the errors of both OH

and OB. An example of the calculation is explained as follow.

Assume OLH OH ! OUH and OLB ! OB OUB, and 80 has its upper bound 6 0 UH

and lower bound 6 0 LH. Thus according to its definition in (8), there is

6 0 UH = =
0 UH -

0 LB

0LB

(23)

(24)0 LH = LH - OHB

0HB

Usually S 0 UH and 80 LH tend to have very large differences, it is because 80 is a
relative value and the errors of 0 time together to form the error of 60. For example, we
assume OH ~ 6.5 + 1.5% and OB -5.5 ± 1.5%, then according to (23) and (24), we
have

(25)
6.5(1 + 1.5%) - 5.5(1 - 1.5%)

0UH =. ~. 21.781%

6.5(1 - 1.5%) - 5.5(1 + 1.5%)
5.5(1 + 1.5%)

14.689% (26)
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Chapter 5 Modeling and Simulation

Building models for batteries and ultracapacitors is an important and intuitive method
to expand the experiments and estimate the performances of interest in every degree of
freedom. In previous works, simple models for Ni-MH batteries and EDLCs have already
been built and investigated [12]. However due to aging and usage, the parameters of EDLCs
changed and could not predict the behaviors of EDLCs used in this experiments. Thus this
thesis focuses on the modeling of Li-ion batteries and remodeling the ultracapacitors.

5.1 Modeling of Ultracapacitor

Three ultracapacitors were connected in series in our experiments. To simplify, they
were considered to be identical. Thus the model of a single ultracapacitor was derived,
based on Zubieta [30]. The idea is to find a proper number of RC branches and a set of RC
parameters which can make simulation waveforms match experimental waveforms.

The experiments contain three parts: a single pulse charging experiment (shown in Fig.
2-6), a 2-pulse discharge and a 100-pulse discharge experiment. In both discharge
experiments, the pulse amplitude is 8 A, the period is 200 ms and the duty cycle is 10%.
The model is expected to simulate both experiments and give out relatively accurate
waveforms of capacitor voltages.

Because of the nonlinear capacitance of the ultracapacitor, it cannot be represented by a
transfer function. A set of nonlinear differential equations was deduced to illustrate the
ultracapacitor, as shown in Appendix 2. Variables of the equations are the charge on the
capacitors in each branch, see Fig. 2-3. The input to the equations is the capacitor's current.
MATLAB ordinary differential equation command ODE23tb was used to solve the charge on
the capacitors in each branch, and accordingly the voltage of each capacitor was calculated.

Genetic Algorithm (GA), a MATLAB optimization and nonlinear fitting function, was
used to find the desired branch number and RC parameters. The working theory of the GA
function can be simply explained as follow: the variables of the GA function are RC
parameters. It randomly picks an initial set of RC parameters, solves the ultracapacitor's
ODE functions to get the waveform. If the simulated waveform substantially different from
the experimental one, GA will use its optimization algorithm to find another set of RC
parameters and repeats the process again, until the optimization goal is met. Here the
optimization goal is to minimize the norm of the difference between the actual voltage
waveform and the simulated voltage waveform. Both an infinite norm fitting and a second
order norm fitting were conducted. In addition, following the detailed instruction in [19]
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and [30], a set of RC parameters were "hand extracted" and were used as a reference to set
boundary conditions on the GA function.

Considering the trade-off between how accurate the model is and how many branches
the model has, a four branch model was chosen, as shown in Fig. 5-1. The periods of pulse
loads we are interested in are from 50 ms to 400 ms, but the total discharge time is on the
order of minutes considering the pulse number to be 2000. Thus the RC pairs need to
represent ultracapacitors' behaviors in the several millisecond range, several tens of
millisecond range, and several second range. The extracted parameters are listed in Table
5-1.

RO RI R2 R3

Weak

Vc +
CO COl C C2 C3

Fig. 5- 1 Four-branch model for the Ultracapacitor

Table 5- 1 Parameters of Ultracapacitor model

R0  0.0261 fl Time constant 0.529 second
CO 20.28 F

R1  0.06 f Time constant 25 ms
C 0.417 F

R2  0.1313 fl Time constant 200 ms
C2  1.5374 F

R3  186.4fO
C3  18.5 fl Time constant 195.72 second
C3 1.05 F

C0i 0.05
Rleak 74.737 kf-

Using this set of parameters, simulation waveforms were compared with experimental
waveforms for the single pulse charging experiment, the two-pulse charging experiment
and the 100-pulse discharging experiment, as shown in Fig. 5-2 (a), (b) and (c). The
waveforms show a good fit for discharge experiments at both short-time period and
long-time period, however they have larger differences for the charging experiments.
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This indicates the parameters fail to describe the ultracapacitor's behavior well in the
second or minute time range. It might be caused by the inaccuracy of the RC pair featuring
the longest time constant (195.72 second) as well as the inaccuracy of the nonlinear
capacitance. However finding a perfect fit is difficult. The boundary of the GA function
significantly influences its result, and slight changes in the boundary may result in a
different set of optimized parameters. Thus it requires many times of try-and-fail to find
optimized parameters. Time is at last the limitation for us to find a better set of parameters.

5.2 Modeling of Lithium Ferro Phosphates (LiFePO4) battery

5.2.1. Design of Parameter Extraction Experiments:

In our investigation, we have two Li-ion battery cells in series, and for simplicity, they
are modeled as a one-cell battery. Based on the proposed model in [35], there are several
parameters needing to be determined through parameter identification experiments: SOC -
OCV relationship, series resistance R5, several transient RC pairs Rts/Cts, Rtm/Ctm,
Rt 1/Ctj, etc. with different time constants.

The steps of the parameter identification experiments were designed after comparing
the extraction methods listed in Section 2.4 and considering the following requirements of
our experiments:

> To conduct pulse discharge experiments from fully charged to depletion to obtain the
SOC-OCV curve. Usually the SOC-OCV curves during charging and discharging are
different, however this investigation focuses more on the discharge process;

> To obtain reasonable amount of points (at least 10 points) on the SOC-OCV curve. Thus
each pulse discharge should take out 0.2 Ah of charge from the battery;

> To reduce the size of data, the sampling time should be no less than 0.5s;
> To get an accurate open circuit voltage of the batteries, a rest time of 30 minutes was

set between two discharge pulses;
> To conduct multiple experiments under different discharge rates and take the average

to reduce errors; experiments with a discharge rate of over 1C should also be tested,
because the pulse amplitudes we are interested in are from 4 A to 20 A, which are all
above 1C.

The test steps of parameter extraction experiments are shown in Fig. 5-3. And referring
to several important specifications in the data sheet of the A123 ANR26650-M1 Li-ion cell
[43], such as the cut-off voltage and the maximum discharge current, three different sets of
experiments were designed, as shown in Table 5-2.
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(c) The ultracapacitor voltage in a 100-pulse discharge
Fig. 5- 2 Simulation and experimental comparison for the ultracapacitor model
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Fig. 5- 3 Test steps of parameter extraction experiments for Li-ion batteries

Table 5- 2 Parameter extraction experiments sets for Li-ion batteries

Rest time between Total
Pulse Amplitude Pulse Width Rest Width Charge and time

Discharge

1 0.4C = 0.92A 13.043 min (782.61s) 30min 7.88hr
2 1C = 2.3A 5.2174 min (313.04 s) 30min Rest over 45 6.42hr

minutes
3 3.478C = 8A 1.5 min (90s) 30min minutes 5.775hr

5.2.2. Parameter Identification Results:

1) SOC oCV Curve:

As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the ESSs are discharged over 2000 pulses to 99% SoC.
For a 200 ms pulse load, it takes 7 minutes to complete the discharge. Thus it is more
reasonable to consider batteries' OCV changing with their SoCs during this process rather
than considering them as constant voltage sources.

Connecting the open circuit voltage measured under different state-of-charge, the
SOC-OCV curves are shown in Fig. 5-4. The 1C discharge experiment was conducted twice
to reduce errors. Four sets of experiments show a very good consistence in the range of
95% to 20% SOC.
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Based on the average of these curves, an OCV-SOC look-up table was built by using
interpolation, as shown in Table 5-3.

Utrrm-ion Battery SOC-OCV Charactedsics

4 1 - C I Discharge

7.2 -- 1C nd Discharge
---.. 4C Discharge

-AC Discharge

7 - -

6.48

6.2 --.

56 .
5 . . ...... .... ......... ....... ........ ....... ....... ....... .... .... ... ... ........ .. .... ........ . ..... ......

. 10 20 30 40 5
State-Of-ChargeMt

60 70 80 90 100

Fig. 5- 4 The tested SOC-OCV curve of Li-ion batteries used in the investigation

Table 5- 3 SoC-OCV of the Li-ion battery look-up table

SOC/ % OCV/ Volt SOC/ % OCV/ Volt SOC/ % OCV/ Volt SOC/ % OCV/ Volt
1 7.094 0.99 6.945133 0.98 6.886163 0.97 6.840192

0.96 6.800221537 0.95 6.787233 0.94 6.771434 0.94 6.760232
0.93 6.752323484 0.92 6.743341 0.91 6.734213 0.9 6.724575
0.89 6.709681121 0.88 6.690788 0.87 6.688894 0.86 6.687001
0.85 6.685107407 0.84 6.683257 0.83 6.681616 0.82 6.680019
0.81 6.678420764 0.8 6.676823 0.79 6.675225 0.78 6.673627
0.77 6.672029346 0.76 6.670431 0.75 6.668094 0.74 6.664293
0.73 6.660399713 0.72 6.656506 0.71 6.652613 0.7 6.648719
0.69 6.644825624 0.68 6.640932 0.67 6.63709 0.66 6.633545
0.65 6.630292555 0.64 6.62704 0.63 6.623787 0.62 6.620535
0.61 6.617282231 0.6 6.61403 0.59 6.610818 0.58 6.608002
0.57 6.606023439 0.56 6.604357 0.55 6.602691 0.54 6.601025
0.53 6.599359106 0.52 6.597693 0.51 6.596027 0.5 6.594529
0.49 6.593163778 0.48 6.592112 0.47 6.591139 0.46 6.590166
0.45 6.589192608 0.44 6.588219 0.43 6.587246 0.42 6.585981
0.41 6.584245076 0.4 6.581124 0.39 6.576689 0.38 6.572161
0.37 6.567632244 0.36 6.563104 0.35 6.558575 0.34 6.554047
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0.33 6.548819526 0.32 6.543575 0.31 6.537443 0.3 6.530514
0.29 6.523584401 0.28 6.516655 0.27 6.509726 0.26 6.502797
0.25 6.495569743 0.24 6.488172 0.23 6.480491 0.22 6.47224

0.21 6.4637834 0.2 6.455327 0.19 6.446871 0.18 6.438414

0.17 6.428891423 0.16 6.416741 0.15 6.40459 0.14 6.370868

0.13 6.322724103 0.12 6.270133 0.11 6.217543 0.1 6.164952

0.09 6.112361414 0.08 6.065097 0.07 6.018353 0.06 5.977858

0.05 5.962110913 0.04 5.961456 0.03 5.7 0.02 5.5

0.01 5

2) RC parameters:

Obtaining parameters for RC pairs in Fig. 5-5 was a similar process with that of
modeling ultracapacitors. Considering the assumption that the RC parameters will stay
relatively constant under the same SoC (see section 3.4), the parameters under 99% SoC
were extracted.

The idea is also to find a proper number of RC pairs and a set of RC parameters, which
can make simulation waveforms match experimental waveforms. This time, to further
increase the accuracy, we hope to obtain one set of parameters which can fit multiple pulse
load profiles at the same time.

The experiments contain two sets: one set of the pulse load has a pulse amplitude of 16
A, a period of 200 ms and a duty cycle of 10%; another set has an amplitude of 8A, a period
of 200 ms and a duty cycle of 50%. Battery voltages under these two different pulse load
conditions were simulated.

Because all RC parameters were considered linear, the simulation of battery-only model
was based on Laplace transfer function. Again, the GA function in MATLAB was used to
optimize the parameters. The optimization goal is to minimize the norm of the difference
between the actual voltage waveforms and the simulated voltage waveforms under two
types of pulse profiles.

Similarly, following the extraction steps in reference [35] and [41], a set of RC
parameters were "hand extracted" and used as a reference to set boundary conditions on
the GA function.

Trade-offs have been made when deciding the number of RC pairs in the battery model
and it was decided to use a model of four RC pairs, as shown in Fig. 5-5. The optimized
parameters under 99% SOC are listed in Table 5-4.
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Cb Cb2Ch
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Fig. 5- 5 The Li-ion battery model used in the simulation (Four RC-pair)

Table 5- 4 Parameters of the Li-ion battery model

Rb 1.216 ml T
Cb1 1.8784 F Time constant 2.28 ms
Rb2 1.57 mfl

Cb2 10.12 F Time constant 15.88 ms

Rb3 3.65 mfl

Cb3 65.736 F Time constant 237 ms

Rb4 74.812 m T
Cb4 186.47 F Time constant 13.95 s
Resr 74.5 ml -

The waveforms comparisons of two different pulse load conditions are shown in Fig.
5-6 (a) and (b). (a)'s pulse profile is 8 A, 200ms, 50% duty cycle and (b)'s profile is 16 A,
200 ms, 10% duty cycle. One can see the transient performance fits well for both
waveforms but there are still some mismatches during pulsing (circled in orange) in (a).
The reasons are analyzed in the next subsection "Analysis of Sources of Errors".

To further verify the parameters and the SoC-OCV curve in a long-term run, simulations
and experiments were done on a 2000 pulses discharge with an amplitude of 16 A, a period
of 200 ms and a duty cycle of 10%, as shown in Fig. 5-7.
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Simulation & Experiment Comparison - Battery Curnt in B-only ESS
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Fig. 5- 7 Simulations and experiments comparison using parameters from Table 5-4

(Battery current and voltage under a 2000 pulse discharge

with a 16 A- 200 ms-10% duty cycle pulse load)

5.2.3. Analysis of Sources of Errors:

Figure 5-6 illustrates the short-term performance of the model and Fig. 5-7 illustrates

the long-term performance. Both figures show a relatively good fit but still have errors. The
sources of errors in the modeling are considered as follow:

> RC parameters change with discharge rate and state-of-charge of the battery. As
mentioned in Section 3.4, an assumption is made for the investigation that the SoC-OCV
curve as well as the RC parameters will stay relatively constant under the same SoC.
However in reality, they change with discharge rates, temperatures, discharge
frequency, etc. Thus it is very hard to find a group of fixed parameters to fit discharge

curves under different conditions. In Fig. 5-6(a), zooming in the orange circled part on
the left graph, one can get the right side graph. The battery voltage of the simulation

and the experiment differ by about 0.06 V. Consider the pulse amplitude of 8 A, this
difference means a difference of 1 mfl in the ESR resistance. For different pulse profiles,
the differences are always several mfl for different pulse profiles.

> Linearization of SOC-OCV curve. From Fig. 5-7, one can see that the envelop of the

simulation voltage is more linear than that of the experimental voltage. Due to the time
limitation, only 10 points on the SoC-OCV curve were measured and interpolation was
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used to calculate the points in between. This may cause linearization on the curve
which might not be the case in reality.

> SoC-OCV curve change with discharge rate. Same with the RC parameters, the SoC-OCV
curve of a battery does not stay constant as well. Here we assume that the SoC-OCV
curve will stay relatively constant. The similarity between SoC-OCV curves obtained
under different discharge rate, as shown in Fig. 5-4 also supports this assumption.
However in reality, the curve changes with different discharge rate of the battery, which
should be taken into consideration for further research.

5.3 Simulation of Li-ion Battery-Ultracapacitor Hybrid System

Using both the models of batteries and ultracapacitors, the circuit model of the hybrid
ESS was built and shown in Fig. 5-8.

Because of the nonlinearity of the ultracapacitors, this model is also described by a set
of nonlinear differential equations, as shown in Appendix 3. Variables of the equations are
the charge on each capacitor, including both the batteries' and the ultracapacitors'. The
nonlinear differential equation solver in MATLAB "ode23tb" was used again to solve the
system.

RO.1 R1.1 .-- R3-1

CO.1 CI.1 C2.1 C3-1

W -,'-R1-2 1422 R3.2

CO-2 C1.2 C2.2 CS 4

T01-2T

RO.3 4"R1.3 R2-3 R3-3

CO.3 C1-3 C2.3 C3.3

0-o T T T

RIk 1

Rb4 Rb3 Rb2 Rbl

Cb4 C03 C02 CbI OW

2
VSoC 4,CSO

RIedc..3

R3

Fig. 5- 8 Model of battery-ultracapacitor hybrid system
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Both experiments and simulations were conducted on a 5-pulse discharge and a 2000
-pulse discharge (pulse amplitude of 16 A, period of 200 ms and 10% duty cycle). The
waveforms are compared in Fig. 5-9 (a) and (b).
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(a) Battery current and voltage under a 5-pulse load (16 A, 200 ms, 10% Duty Cycle)
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(b) Battery current and voltage under a 2000-pulse load (16 A, 200 ms, 10% Duty Cycle)
Fig. 5- 9 Simulations and experiments comparison of the hybrid model

One can see that even though the current waveform fits relatively well, the battery
voltage during pulsing in the simulation is not as low as that in the experimental results.

A possible reason is as mentioned in Section 5.1, the inaccuracy of the ultracapacitor
model. The ultracapacitor model did not predict the ultracapacitors' behavior very well in
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the long-term period. Another more important reason is thought to be the current sharing
relationship between the battery branch and the ultracapacitor branch. This is usually
decided by the total resistances of the battery branch and the ultracapacitor branch. We
tried to revise RO in the ultracapacitor model and Res, in the battery model, but it is hard
to get both current and voltage waveform fit perfectly at the same time because all RC
parameters are correlated and influence the current and voltage together. More effort
should be made on balancing RO, R1, R2 , R 3 as well as Resr, Rbli, Rb2, Rb 3, Rb4 . The
main idea of finding a more accurate set of parameters is to first find a proper overall
resistance of the battery which can provide the proper voltage drop, and then adjust the
overall resistance of the ultracapacitor to provide the right current sharing ratio.
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Chapter 6 Results

In Chapter 3, the metric discharge capacity 0 was defined to indicate the energy
capacity of an energy storage system (ESS), i.e., how much energy one can draw out of an
ESS; the metric normalized energy gain 60 was defined to compare the energy capacity of
the battery-ultracapacitor hybrid system with that of the battery-only system, i.e., how
much more energy one can draw out by paralleling ultracapacitors across batteries.

0 and 60 are functions of multi variables. In this thesis, six degrees of freedom have
been investigated: pulse amplitude, pulse frequency, pulse duty cycle, capacitance, battery
type and state-of-charge of the energy storage system. Hardware experiments were
conducted for both Li-ion batteries and Ni-MH batteries under different pulse load profiles.
Due to time limitation, simulations were conducted only for Li-ion batteries with 25 F
ultracapacitors while sweeping other variables. In all cases, 0 and 60 were calculated
based on (15) and (16). Representative results are shown and analyzed in this chapter.

6.1 Trend of Discharge Capacity (0)

Fig. 6-1, 6-2, 6-3 shows respectively the trends of discharge capacity changing with
pulse amplitude, duty cycle and pulse period. There are several obvious trends which can
be summarized:

> In all cases, 0 of the hybrid system is better than that of the battery-only system,
which means the hybrid system performance is better than the battery-only system.

> 0 depends strongly upon the pulse amplitude. It decreases when the pulse amplitude
increases.

> 0 changes mildly when the duty cycle and the pulse period change. However it still
shows a decreasing trend when the duty cycle and the pulse period increase.

> 0 is larger when the paralleled capacitance is larger.

Several instructions of reading the result graphs are listed as following:

* In all figures, the error bars for experimental data were created based on the calculation
in section 4.5.

* In each figure, (a) shows the comparison of simulation results and experimental results
for Li-ion batteries. Data labeled with "Simu" in the legend shows simulation results and
data labeled with "Expe" in the legend shows experimental results. Except Fig. 6-2, all
(b) shows more experimental results for Li-ion batteries and (c) shows experimental
results for Ni-MH batteries. For Fig. 6-2, because there are few experimental results for
Li-ion batteries other than in (a), (b) shows experimental results for Ni-MH batteries.
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* All blue lines/dots show the 0 of the battery-only system, labeled with "- B" in the
legend;

" All light blue dots/lines show those for the hybrid system with 1.667 F ultracapacitors
(three 5 F EDLCs in series), labeled with "- Hybrid 1.667 F" in the legend;

" All red lines/dots show results for the 8.333 F hybrid system (three 25 F in series),
labeled with "- Hybrid 8.33 F" in the legend;

" All green dots/lines show those for the 16.667 F hybrid system (three 50 F in series),
labeled with "- Hybrid 16.67F" in the legend.

The detailed analysis is described as following.

From Fig. 6-1, one can see that when the pulse amplitude increases, 0 goes down
linearly. This is because when the pulse amplitude gets higher, the voltage drop on the
series impedance of the energy storage system increases linearly. The ultracapacitors help
to decrease the equivalent impedance of the ESS, thus the slope of the voltage drop is
smaller than it of the battery-only system. In another word, the battery-only system is
getting worse faster than the hybrid system.
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Lion Simuiation vs Experiments - Discharge Capacity vs Pulse Amplitude
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Fig. 6- 1 Discharge capacity decreases linearly as pulse amplitude increases

(Pulse duty cycle 10%, pulse period 200ms)

Fig 6-2 shows 0 changing with the duty cycle when amplitude is fixed at 8 A and pulse
period 200 ms. 0 also decreases when the duty cycle increases. When the pulse period is
fixed, increasing duty cycle increases pulse width and thus extracts more charge during one
pulse. Because the battery voltage will slightly decrease when lowering SoC, as the duty
cycle increases the battery voltage will be lower. An extreme example would be that the
duty cycle increases to 100% - the load is a constant current load. The ultracapacitors will
have no benefits and only serve as a giant RC load to the battery. Thus the discharge
capacity of hybrid system might be even worse than that of the battery-only system.
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Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Discharge Capacity vs Duty Cycle
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(b) Experimental results of Ni-MH
Fig. 6- 2 Discharge capacity decreases as pulse duty cycle increases

(Pulse amplitude 8A, pulse period 2O8ms)

Fig 6-3 shows 0 changing with the pulse period when the amplitude is 8 A and the

duty cycle is 10%. When the pulse frequency is low, 0 stays almost constant, and when it
gets higher, 0 gets larger. Simply consider the overall impedance of the ultracapacitor as
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1
, then when f increase, the impedance decreases thus lower the impedance of the

hybrid energy system, resulting in a higher terminal voltage. However if the period
increases to the extreme, as the same example mentioned in the duty cycle part, 0 will
eventually go down.

L-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Discharge Capacity vs Pulse Period
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Fig. 6- 3 Discharge capacity changes not significantly with pulse period

(Pulse duty cycle 10%, pulse amplitude 8 A)
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6.2 Trend of Normalized Energy Gain (60)

Figures 6-4, Fig. 6-5 and Fig. 6-6 show the normalized energy gain 80 changing with
pulse amplitude, duty cycle and pulse period, respectively. Several obvious trends can be
picked out.

> 60 for Ni-MH batteries are larger than that for Li-ion batteries.
> 60 increases quadratically with the pulse amplitude, and decreases linearly when the

duty cycle increases.
> 60 changes mildly when the pulse period changes.
> Larger capacitance yields a larger 60.

Several instructions of reading the result graphs are listed as following:

" In all figures, the error bars were created based on the calculation in section 4.5.
* In each figure, (a) shows the comparison of simulation results and experimental results
for Li-ion batteries. Data labeled with "Simu" in the legend shows simulation results and
data labeled with "Expe" in the legend shows experimental results.
* Except Fig. 6-5, all (b) shows more experimental results for Li-ion batteries and (c)
shows experimental results for Ni-MH batteries. For Fig. 6-2, because there are few
experimental results for Li-ion batteries other than in (a), (b) shows experimental results
for Ni-MH batteries.
" All light blue dots/lines show the improvement percentage by incorporating the 1.667 F

ultracapacitors (three 5 F in series), labeled with "- B & Hybrid 1.667 F" in the legend;
" All red lines/dots show the improvement percentage by incorporating the 8.333 F

ultracapacitors (three 25 F in series), labeled with "- B & Hybrid 8.33 F" in the legend;
" All green dots/lines show the improvement percentage by incorporating the 16.67 F

ultracapacitors (three 50 F in series), labeled with "- B & Hybrid 16.67F" in the legend.

The detailed analysis is as following.

Figure 6-4 shows higher pulse amplitudes yield much higher gains, which is consistent
with our theoretical analysis in Section 3.3.
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LUon Simulation vs Experiments - Normalized EG vs Pulse Ampitude
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Fig. 6- 4 Normalized energy gain increases quadratically as the pulse amplitude increases
(Pulse duty cycle 10%, pulse period 200ms)

A way to analyze the trends of 60 changing with pulse amplitude is by considering the
energy dissipation. First, we want to demonstrate the hybrid system has a similar amount
of total energy with the battery-only system. A rough calculation is conducted in (27) based
on the specifications from datasheets [43], [44]. Note EB and EH represent the total
energy in the hybrid system and the battery-only system respectively; EHB is the part of
EH coming from the batteries and EHUc is the part of EH coming from the ultracapacitors.
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EHB = EB = 6.6 V x 2.3 Ah = 15.18 Wh (27)

1 1
EHUC =_ 2 =-8 .33 2 x 6.6J = 0.06 Wh

2 2

EHUC = 0.4 %EHB

The extra energy by adding ultracapacitors is only 0.4% of that of the batteries. Thus
the total energy of the hybrid system and the battery-only system is thought to be the
same.

For both systems, energy is conserved between the source and the load. Only part of
energy is transferred to the load and the rest of it is wasted as losses. 60 indicates how
much more energy one can deliver to the load by paralleling ultracapacitors, which is
equivalent to how much fewer the losses inside the hybrid system comparing to the
battery-only system. ElB and ElH are losses inside battery-only system and hybrid
system respectively, thus

(EH - E1H) - (EB - ElB) ElB - ElH (28)
50~ EB-EB EB

To simplify, only resistive losses are considered. Irms is the rms current of the load;

Ibrms and Icrms are the rms currents of batteries and ultracapacitors respectively. Then,

r0 rbIrms - (rc Icrms + rbIbrms2) kIrms (29)
E k

Because the losses increase with the square of the current amplitude, 60 has the same
trend - increase quadratically with pulse amplitude.

Figure 6-5 shows 60 decreasing when the duty cycle increases, because the ratio of
rms current increases when the duty cycle decreases.

The rms current of the pulses is a square root of the pulse duty cycle, as shown in (30).

Irms = I-fi5 (30)
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Substituting the rms current in (29), the normalized energy gain is directly proportional
with respect to duty cycle,

0 ~ kI 2 D (31)

Uion Simulation vs Experiments - Normalized EG vs Duty Cycle
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Fig. 6- 5 Normalized energy gain decreases linearly as the duty cycle increases

(Pulse amplitude 8A, pulse period 200ms)
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Fig. 6-6 displays the relationship between 60 and the pulse period. It is not very
implicit from the experimental data but the simulation shows as the pulse period increases,
60 decreases. It makes sense because considering the extreme case of an infinite pulse
period, the energy storage systems work under a constant load, then the ultracapactiors
will have no benefits and 60 will decrease to zero.
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Eventually, the improved performance by incorporating EDLCs in the system is a
consequence of ultracapacitors' low serial resistance sharing current with the battery's
serial resistance. It results in a lower battery rms current and a lower power dissipation in
the battery, and thus a lower battery temperature and increased lifetime.

Hybrid systems with 16.667 F ultracapactors perform better than those with 8.333 F
ultracapactors but the improvement is slight. One can see from the specifications (Table
3-1) that the ESR of 25 F ultracapacitor is 42 mfl and it of 50 F EDLC is 20 mfl, without that
many differences. However the ESR of 5 F ultracapacitor is 170 mfl. Thus the improvement
between 1.667 F and 8.333 F hybrid systems is larger than the improvement between
8.333 F and 16.667 F systems. There were relatively few data taken under 1.667 F hybrid
system, but an example could be seen in Fig. 6-1 (b) and Fig. 6-4 (b).

In addition, the improvement over Ni-MH system is larger than it of the Li-ion battery.
This is because the Li-ion battery itself has a lower series resistance and even comparable
to that of ultracapacitors. Thus the current sharing benefits of ultracapacitors are not as
effective as for the Ni-MH batteries.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Works

The desire to prolong batteries' runtime and their discharge efficiency in pulse load
applications has stimulated the development of battery-ultracapacitor hybrid energy
storage systems (ESS). In the hybrid systems, the high power density of ultracapacitors and
the higher energy density of batteries complement each other, forming a promising energy
storage system. Many research have been done on studying the hybrid system with a
power electronics interface, however few research have thoroughly studied the benefits of
battery-ultracapacitor hybrid system.

The purpose of this thesis is to assess the benefits of the battery-ultracapacitor parallel
system over the battery-only system in pulse load applications. The benefits that this
investigation focused on are energy savings, i.e., how much more energy one can draw out
from the hybrid system versus the battery-only system.

7.1 Metrics

To quantify the benefits of the hybrid system, the metric discharge capability 0 was
defined in Chapter 3 as a proxy indicator of energy, i.e., how much energy one can get out
from an energy storage system. Another metric normalized energy gain 60 was defined to
compare two discharge capabilities. It is a percentage value and indicates how much more
energy one system can provide to the load than another.

0 is calculated as the energy an ESS output to the load per unit charge draw out from
the ESS. It has the unit of voltage and is a function of the state-of-charge of the ESS. All
batteries' datasheets have their voltage-SoC curves under constant rate discharge, and the
0 - SoC curves could be seen as a similar curve under pulse load discharge.

There is a potential to use these metrics to assess any energy storage systems under all
kinds of load applications as long as they meet the following conditions: the source-load
system is charge conserved and energy conserved.

7.2 Methodology

The investigation has been conducted in both hardware experiments and simulations,
along six degrees of freedom: pulse amplitude, duty cycle, pulse period, capacitance,
battery type and state-of-charge of the batteries.

An experimental apparatus was designed and described in Chapter 4. A custom PCB
was built and fulfills charging and discharging of two kinds of batteries, as well as
measuring and collecting data. This test rig was used to run each test case, and the
fore-mentioned metrics were calculated based on the measured data.
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Circuit models of ultracapacitors and Li-ion batteris were extracted and simulated in
Chapter 5. The ultracapacitor model simulates the transient performance and the
non-linear capacitance effect of the ultracapacitor; the battery model simulates both
transient and long-term performance of the battery. Two models were then combined to
create a hybrid ESS model, which was used in simulations of the same test cases from the
experiments. The models were then used to sweep along several degrees of freedom to
predict the benefits of the hybrid system.

7.3 Results

The results from both experiments and simulations show that the hybrid system could
output more energy over the battery-only system at a specific final state-of-charge level. In
the limited test cases of this investigation, it shows that the increase of Li-ion battery
systems can reach to 17% and the increase of Ni-MH battery systems can reach to 33%.

The benefits of paralleling ultracapactors across batteries depended upon the discharge
profile of the load, the battery type and the capacitance. The normalized energy gain 60
increases quadratically with the pulse amplitude, decreases linearly with the duty cycle and
inverse with the pulse period. Thus the batteries benefit more from ultracapacitors when
used under higher pulse current, smaller duty cycle and shorter pulse period. Moreover,
higher capacitance yields to higher benefits, but more importantly, if the ESR of the
ultracapacitors is lower, the benefits are more significant. Similarly, for batteries with a
high ESR, the ultracapacitors will significantly increase its dischargeable energy.

There are also benefits in terms of volume, temperature and complexity. According to
the volume information in Table 3-1, the volume of one-cell Ni-MH battery equals to that of
3.3 cells 25 F ultracapacitors, and the volume of one-cell Li-ion battery equals to that of 6.8
cell 25 F ultracapacitors. Considering the increase of 33 % for the Ni-MH battery, the
energy density per volume of the Ni-MH batteries at the specific SoC is actually increased
by paralleling ultracapacitors.

7.4 Future Works

First, the accuracy of the Li-ion-ultracapacitor model needs to be further improved.
From Fig. 5-9, one can see that the battery voltage in the hybrid system simulation could
not go as low as the experimental battery voltage during pulsing. This also results in errors
when calculating 0 and 60 of the hybrid system. The reasons are analyzed in Section 5.3
and two more accurate set of RC parameters for batteries and for ultrcapacitors needs to be
developed. One more branch of RC pair for ultracapacitor featuring second and minute
time range could be added. Furthermore, modeling of Ni-MH batteries and 50 F
ultracapacitors is recommended to be done to improve the integrity of the research.
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Second, as mentioned previously, 0 and 60 depend on the state-of-charge of the
batteries. In this investigation, only a 99% SoC was selected as a section to evaluate 0 and
60. More experiments under different SoC values are recommended to do. The author
would suggest SoC levels of 85%, 70%, 50% and 30% to be selected, as shown in Fig. 7-1.
With enough experiments conducted, one can get a sense of the performance of the battery
or the hybrid system throughout its state-of-charge. Overall 0 - q curves and 60 - q
curves could be obtained by interpolating 0 and 60 at different SoCs. Furthermore,
because the batteries' parameters and ultracapacitors' parameters are highly dependent on
SoC, if simulations need to be conducted under different SoC, the corresponding
parameters should be extracted following the same procedure in Chapter 5.

Discharge Capacity (0)

section 1

section 5

State of Charge
q0 =99% qD= 70% q 0 30%

q0 = 85% q0 = 50%

Fig. 7- 1 Extend the investigation to different SoC level

Last but not the least, the assessment could be extended to much higher power level
and higher frequency level, such as hybrid vehicles, trucks or pulse power applications. As
the results in this thesis indicate, the benefits of the hybrid system will be larger as the
current goes higher and the pulse frequency goes higher, which points out a promising
direction of incorporating ultracapacitors.
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Appendix 1 Theoretical analysis

This appendix gives details of theoretical analysis in Section 3.3.

05 t DT
t > DT (Al-1)

i i

Rc

+ ic
Ccap+1

V

Rb

VocV.

Assume the initial capacitor voltage
voltage is

is VO, in the first period 0 < t ! T, the capacitor

t

(VO + IRb - V)e Teq+ Vo - IRb,
VC DT t-DT

((VO + IRb - Vc)e Teq - IRb)e e + C,

05t : DT

DT ! t ! T

Where Teq = C(Rb + Rc). Similarly, write several more periods, one could conclude the
following rules, for the period nT t (n + 1)T, the capacitor voltage is

t-nT

Ane Teq + Voc - IRb,
VC (t) t-(n+D)T

Bne *Te + VO,

nT t nT + DT

nT + DT t 5 (n + 1)T

T (1-D)T

AO =1,An+ 1 =Ane Teq-e Teq +1 (Al-4)
DT

B= Ane Teq -1,

And if the time is long enough, the system enters steady state, n goes to ifinite, then
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(1-D)T

e Teq -1 (A1-5)
An T

e Teq -1

(1-D)T
DT e Teq

B= e Teq T -1,
e Teq -1

We can write the function of battery current as

(1-D)T

IRbe Teq 1 t-nT (A1-6)
ib - i + ic - I T e Teq

Teq T ee Teq - 1

Then we have

(1-D)T
(n+D)T IRb e Teq - 1 DT (Al_7

idt - I T (1 - e Teq)
nT Teq Teq -

This was used in (11) to calculate 0 and 80.
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Appendix 2 Differential equation of the ultracapacitor model

This appendix gives details of the deduction process of the nonlinear differential
equation describing the ultracapacitors.

RO RI R2

Vc +

V CO Col CC2

Define Qo is the charge in the capacitors of branch #0 (has the resistor RO), Q1 is the
charge in the capacitor of branch #1 (has the resistor R1 ), etc. Thus

dQO dQ1  dQ2  dQ3  .
dt dt dt dt (t) (A2-1)

1 dQ0  dQ1

1 dt RO +vo -v 1 )=-

1 dQt dQt
1 dt RO +O -v V2) = dt

1 dQ dQt

1 dt Ro +vo-v 3 ) =-dt

Where

Qo = (CO + kv x vO)vO
Q1 = Civi
Q2 = C2v 2

Q3 = C3 v 3

Define

R0 R0 R0 R0

RO R1  R 2  R3  (A2-2)

We have
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-dQ-0
dt

dQ,
dt

dQ 2

dt
dQ3

dt -

1 Ro

RO Roy
1 Ro

yR1 Ro
1 RO

yR2Ro
1 RO

yR 3 Ro

1 Ro

yRo R1
1 Ro 1)

R1 R1y
1 Ro

yR2 R1

1 Ro

yR3 R1

Define

Mqv =

1 Ro
-( - 1)
Ro Roy

1 Ro

yR1 Ro
1 Ro

yR 2 Ro
1 Ro

yR 3 Ro

1 Ro

yRO R1

1 Ro
( 1)

R1 R1y
1 Ro

yR2 R1

1 Ro

yR3 R1

MItq=

RO-

Roy
Ro

R y

R 2 y

Ro
-R3y-

The differential function of ultracapacitor is

1 RO

yRo R2

1 Ro

yR1 R 2

1 Ro
- - 1)

R2 R2y
1 RO

yR3 R2

1 Ro
yRo R3

1 RO

yR1 , R3

1 Ro

yR2 R3
1 Ro

R3 R3y 1.

Vol
v1 +
V+
V3

(A2-3)

ic (t)

-Ro -

Roy
Ro

R1y
Ro

R 2 y
Ro

-R3y-

1 RO

yRo R2

1 Ro

yR1 R2

1 RO
-( -1)

R2 R2y
1 Ro

yR 3 R2

1 RO

yRo R3
1 RO

yR1 R3
1 RO

yR 2 R3
1 RO

(3 1)R 3 Ray.

(A2-4)

,vc = V

c = MqvVc + Mqiic (A2-5)
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Appendix 3 Differential equation for the hybrid system

This appendix gives details of the deduction process of the nonlinear differential
equation describing the hybrid system. The process is similar with deducing the model of
ultracapacitors.

Pul Load

RO., :R1.1 R2.1 R3.1

CO.1 C1. C2.1 C3-1

T01.1 3

R'.:Rl-2 4'22. 43.2

C0.2 C1.2 C2-2 C3-2i

RO.3 R1..3 R2-3 R3.3

CO-3 C13 C2.3 C3-

To - T T T
R2

RI.jc 1

Rb4 Rb3 Rb2 Rb1

Cb4 Cb3 0b2 CbI ROWr

VSoCkh~k4,

RiGdk..3

R3

Define m is the number of ultracapacitors in series. Assume each ultracapacitor is
identical. Thus define Qo is the charge in the capacitors of branch #0 (has the resistor RO),
Q1 is the charge in the capacitor of branch #1 (has the resistor R1 ), etc. Same with
appendix 3, we have

c =MqvVc + Mqiic (A3-1)

For battery, we have

Qb = Mbyvb + Mbiib (A3-2)

Where
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rQcbl1
Qb Qcb2 , _

Qcb3 I b

LQcb 4 .

-Vbl1

Vb2

Vb3

1b41

1 1 1 1
MbV = diag(- , , )

Mb -

Then use KCL and KVL, we have

Voc - ib(Resr + R3 ) - Mbi'vb = m[(Mqv(1,: )vc + Mqi(1)ic)Ro + vo] + icR 2

Then we have

b = [Voc + (mMqi(1) + R2)i - {Mbi', m[(Mqv(l,: )RO + [1,0,0,0]}v,]
Resr + R 3 + R2 + mMqi(1)

Where

vx = [Vb;Vc]

Define

1
Resr + R3 + R2 + mMqi(1)

fl = a(mMqi(1) + R2 )
A = a{Mbi',m[(Mq(1, :)RO + [1,0,0,0]}

We have

b = aVc + fi - Av,

Combine battery and ultracapacitor together, we have
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M0] - [Mb']A

QMbi
MV= a qi

Mi= [(p b
M I - 1)Mqij

The differential function of the hybrid system is

Qx = Mxv + MVC + Mii
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Appendix 4 Programs on the microcontroller

This appendix contains 3 c code for programming ATxmegal92A3U, as listed below:
> MasterLilonBoardLilonBYHv1.c - the main file of microcontroller to charge,

discharge batteries and collect data. One can specify battery type, pulse amplitude, duty
cycle, etc in the file.

> ATXmega192A3Uinit.h - head file for the initial file below
> ATXmega192A3Uinit.c - set initial conditions for all units in ATxmegal92A3U,

including timer, ADC, UART, interrupt, etc.
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MasterLilonBoardLiIonBYHv1.c

* MasterLiIonBoardLiIonBYHv1.c

*

* Created: 1/15/2014 1:30:42 PM

* Author: Yiou

* For charging and experimenting on LiIon battery, control part is changed.

#include <avr/io.h>

#include <avr/interrupt.h>

#include <util/delay.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include "ATXmegal92A3U init.h"

//----------------------

//Function Definitions

void init(;

int setCurrent(double,int);

void pulsecycles(double, unsigned int);

void rest cycles(unsigned int);

void chargeNH(;

void chargeLI();

void waitthendischarge();

int tempslope(;

int voltdrop();

int interpret(unsigned int); //want it to be signed

//----------------------

//Variable Definitions

int ISRflag = 0; //To help read ADC properly

//ADC Variables

unsigned int ADCDATA[81;

/* --------

stateint = 3 - Charge

5 - Wait until discharge

2 - Pulse
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1 - Rest

/*----------------------

ADC CHANNELS

1 - TEMP - Temperature of Battery (INCLUDE CONVERSION FORMULA)

2 - ICH - Charging current, should consider sign (IR3)

3 - IDIS - Dishcharging current, should consider sign (IRi)

4 - ICAP - Capacitor current, should consider sign (IR2)

5 - VCAPACITOR - Voltage across cap.

6 - VBATTERY- Voltage across battery.

7 - VBATT - Voltage at VB

8 - VCAP - Voltage at VCap

---------------------- */

//Start Charging current, in 0.1A

float ChargeCurrent= 3.02; //1.6A for NH battery, 3A for LI battery, 0.07 is offset

float prechargecurrent = 0.3;

float prevoltage = 4; //4; //2V*2, 2V is recommended discharge cut off voltage,

assume this is deeply discharge voltage

int BatteryType = 2; //indicate what kind of battery it is, 1 for Ni-MH, 2 for

Li-ion;

//Charging Termination

//NI-MH: Battery Temperature, for protection and terminal detection

float inttemp; //sampled from ADC

float prevtemp = 0; //prevtemp records the last one

//NI-MH: Battery Voltage, for protection and terminal detection

double intvol; //sampled from ADC

double maxNHvol = 0; //For Ni-MH battery, compare the battery voltage drop

//LI-ION: Battery Voltage

const float cutoffvol = 7.3; //For Li-ion battery, norminal cutoff voltage, 3.6*2

= 7.2

const float maxLivol = 7.2; //For Li-ion battery, norminal recommended charge

voltage

const float SlowDownLIvol = 7.12; //Start to slow down charging.3.56*2 =

const float MaxDiscrementVol = 5e-3; //if voltage is not close to 3.56, than

increase current

const float HighDiscrementVol = 5e-4; //if incease in votage is higher than this,

deltaI doubles
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const float LowDiscrementVol = 5e-6; //if incease in votage is lower than this,

deltaI half

//LI-ION: Battery current, for charging cut-off

float intcur; //sampled from ADC

double deltaI = 2e-4;

const float orideltaI = 2e-4; //need for turning to CV, back to original current

decrease

const float maxdeltaI = 8e-3;

const float mindeltaI = 5e-6;

const float recoHighCHcur = 3.0; //Standard CC, highest charging current (charging

circuit has offset of around 0.02A) 0.07 is offset

const float recoLowCHcur = 2.0; //Standard CC, lowest charging current 0.07 is

offset

const float recoMinCHcur = 0.02; //For CV, to prevent current has big changes,

because dac has offset, the best it can do is 0.152A.

const float cutoffcur = 0.05; //Cut off current, measurement, recommendation is

0.05, make it bigger to see

//Discharging termination

const float dischargecutoffvol Li = 4.0; //Lowest voltage for Li-ion battery

const float discharge cutoffvolNiMH = 5.0; //For depleting discharge of Ni-MH

battery

//counters, for charging and resting control

long int chargecntloopi = 0; //check voltage

long int charge cnt loop2 = 0; //check temp

long int relaxcnt = 0; //count rest time, cool down;

int relaxcnt2 = 0; //count rest time

//Pulse information

const unsigned int PULSEMAX = 2000; //pulse 100 and then stop, DISCHARGE 10000

FOR COMPARE CHARGING EXPERIMENT

unsigned long pulsecount = 0; //count pulse number

const unsigned int Period = 50; //pulse T = 400ms, 50ms

const float DC = 10; //duty cycle 10%, 50%

int dischargeflag = 1; //dischargeflag = 1, pulse count; dischargeflag = 2,

depletion discharge to cutoff voltage

int discharge stopflag = 0; //dischargestopflag = 1, stop

const float Amp = 8.0;

//every sample is 1 ms, make period the multiplers of 1 ms
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long pulselength; //how many points in pulse

long pulsecnt = 0; //count how many lms in a pulse

long rest length; //how many points in rest

long restcnt = 0; //count how many lms in a rest

int loopcycles = 1; //Keep track of the number of charge/discharge

cycles we're doing.

//Sample and Packet variables

long recordnumber = 0;

int sendnum; //sending data during rest follow sequence, from 1

int recordflag = 1; //Set this number to 1 to send packets. 0 sends no packets.

always 1, consider get rid of recordflag

int chargesend = 0; //Set this as flag to send data during charging, 100ms once

//State Variables

char next state;

int stateint;

int LIcharge stateint; //6 is CC charging, 7 is CV charging

char LIchargenext state; //start with CC charge

//Main Program

//----------------------

void main (void) attribute ((noreturn)); // more efficient form of int main()

void main (void)

{

init(); //Setup IO pins and defaults

setCurrent(0,3); //change with 'nextstate'

LIchargenextstate = 'C'; //should be placed here, because there will be delay

when writing LIcharge next state if being put after next state.

LIchargestateint = 6;

//wait 10s before start charging

_delayms(1000);

next-state = 'C'; //'P' is discharge, 'C' is charge

//Start the logging timer, use timerO.

startlogging();

while(1)
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void

{

init ()

sysclk init(;

ioinit();

tcinit();

usart init();

dacinit();

ISRflag = 1;

//interrupt init

CPUSREG 1= CPU I bm; //Set GIE

PMIC.CTRL I= (PMICHILVLEN bm I PMICMEDLVLEN_bm); //enable low level interrupt

//Set initial value

recordnumber = 0; //count from 0x00 - OxFF

pulselength = Period * DC / 100 - 1; //how many points in pulse

restlength = Period * (100 - DC) / 100 - 1; //how many points in rest

void startlogging(char next state)

{//This function will set the count length of TimerO, Let it work, sampling events

every lms

TCCOPER = Ox3980;

}

//Interrupt Functions:

ISR(TCC0_OVF vect)

PORTC OUT 1= PIN3 bm; //CONVT = 1, rising edge trigger ADC to work

PORTCOUT &= OxF7;

//PORTD OUTTGL = Ox40; //Toggle Pin 6;

//PORTDOUTTGL = OxOG; //Toggle back Pin 6;ADD delay time

//change status

switch(nextstate)

{

case 'C': //This means we now want to charge.
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record_flag = 1;

stateint = 3;

if (BatteryType == 1) chargeNH(;

else if (BatteryType == 2) chargeLI(;

break;

case 'L':

record_flag = 0;

stateint = 5;

setCurrent(0,stateint);

prevtemp = 0;

wait then discharge();

break;

case 'P':

recordflag = 1;

stateint = 2;

prevtemp = 0;

pulsecycles(Amp,pulselength); //8A;

break;

case 'R':

recordflag = 1;

state int = 1;

prevtemp = 0;

rest cycles(rest length); //rest multi

break;

default:

stateint = 0;

prevtemp = 0;

setCurrent(0,stateint);

next-state = '0';

recordnumber = 0; //put record numbe

recordflag = 0;

break;

//read ADC

ISR(PORTCINTO vect)

//
//PORTDOUTTGL = Ox40;

//PORTDOUTTGL = OxOO;

pliers number of 1 ms

r = 0 here.

//Toggle Pin 6;

//Toggle back Pin 6;ADD delay time
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if

f

(record flag == 1)

if (ISRflag == 1)

PORTCOUT &= OxFD; //should read one first, PORTE&F IN are all 0.

PORTC OUT 1= PIN1 bm;

ISRflag = 0;

else

//PORTD OUT 1= PIN6_bm;

if (stateint == 3)

{

if (chargesend == 1) //During charging, send data 100ms once.

f
sendUART (recordnumber);

if (BatteryType == 2 && stateint == 3)

sendUART(LIchargestateint);

else sendUART(stateint);

record-number ++;

else if (stateint == 5)

{

if (chargesend == 1) //During charging, send data 100ms once.

sendUART(recordnumber);

sendUART(stateint);

record-number ++;

else

sendUART(recordnumber);

sendUART(stateint);

record-number ++;

for (int i=O;i<=7;i++) //read 8 values

I
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PORTCOUT &= OxFD;

_delay us(0.03); //30ns(*8 0.24us)

ADCDATA[i] = PORTEIN * 256 + PORTFTN; //together read 16 bits,

still not in right order.

if (stateint == 3)

f

if (chargesend == 1)

{

//During charging, send data 100ms once.

sendUART(PORTEIN);

sendUART(PORTFIN);

}

else if (stateint == 5)

{

if (chargesend == 1)

{

//During charging, send data 100ms once.

sendUART(PORTEIN);

sendUART(PORTFIN);

else

sendUART(PORTE {N);

sendUART(PORTFIN);

PORTCOUT I= PIN1_bm;

}

//PORTDOUT &= Ob10111111;

inttemp = (float) (interpret (ADCDATA[ 0] ))/32768*5*1000; //translate to

TEMP * 10

intvol = (float)interpret(ADCDATA[5])/32768*5*3; //translate Battery

Voltage, unit: Volt

intcur = (float)interpret(ADCDATA[l])/32768*5/4.984/0.01;

//translate to battery current, unit: Amp

}

else //only save in ADCDATA but not use UART to send data.

f

if (ISRflag == 1)

f

PORTCOUT &= OxFD; //should read one first, PORTE&FIN are all 0.
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PORTCOUT 1= PIN1_bm;

ISRflag = 0;

}

else

for (int i=0;i<=7;i++) //read 8 values

still not

PORTCOUT &= OxFD;

_delayus(0.03); //30ns(*8 = 0.24us)

ADCDATA[i] = PORTEIN * 256 + PORTFIN; //together read 16 bits,

in right order.

PORTCOUT 1= PIN1_bm;

inttemp = (float) (interpret(ADCDATA[0]))/32768*5*1000; //translate

TEMP

intvol = (float) interpret (ADCDATA[5] ) /32768*5*3; //translate Battery

Voltage, because too small, so don't divide, use original value

intcur = (float)interpret(ADCDATA[l])/32768*5/4.984/0.01;

}

}

void pulsecycles(double I, unsigned

{//This function will set the proper

//Sets the current to I amps.

//Sets the next state to R if pulse

int length)

state variables for pulsing the current.

period ends

//Set the current

setCurrent(I,2);

if (pulse cnt >= length)

pulse cnt = 0;

pulsecount++; //Increment the pulsecount counter

nextstate = 'R';

}

else

{

pulsecnt ++;

next-state = 'P';
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// judge whether to stop discharge or not

if (BatteryType == 1) //NiMH

if (intvol > dischargecutoffvolNiMH) discharge stopflag 0;

else

dischargestopflag = 1;

nextstate = '0';

else if (BatteryType == 2) //Li

if (intvol > dischargecutoffvolLi) discharge stopflag 0;

else

{

dischargestopflag

next-state = '0';

1;

void rest cycles (unsigned int length) //rest with cycles, how many cycles, every

cyc ims

{//This function will rest the battery at 0 current.

//As a state, it will set the following parameters:

//Check the pulse count. If it's >= the PULSEMAX then next state = "0"

//If the pulse count < PULSEMAX, then next state = "P"

//Set the current to 0

setCurrent(0,1); //Sets the current to 0.

if (rest cnt != length)

restcnt ++;

next-state = 'R';

else

rest cnt = 0;
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//Set the next state, depending on the pulsecount or depletion

if (discharge-flag == 1)

if(pulsecount < PULSEMAX) next state = 'P';

else next-state = '0';

else if (dischargeflag == 2)

if (discharge stopflag == 0) nextstate = 'P';

else next-state = '0';

void chargeNH()

{//This function will charge the Ni-MH battery at given current value, ususally

1.6Amps (< 0.5C = 1.75A).

//It will also check the temperature every minute. If the temperature rises >1

degree C/minute, then tempslope() returns 0, and we stop charging.

setCurrent(ChargeCurrent, 3); //charging current

//Hard rules: if temp is over 40, turns to "L"

if (inttemp >= 400)

next-state = 'L';

return;

}

//check voltage drop, 8mV per cell

if (!voltdrop()

//False means we're done charging - Cool Down

nextstate = 'L';

return;

//decrease chargecnt loopi every 101 rounds ~ 100 ms

if (chargecnt loopi == 0)
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chargesend = 1;

chargecntloopi = 100;

chargecnt loop2 ++;

}

else

{.

chargecntloopl

chargesend = 0;

}

//check the tempslope every min

if (chargecntloop2 == 601) //0.1*(601 - 1) = 1min, accurately.

//No matter what, make sure we reset the chargecount

chargecntloop2 = 0;

//Check the temperature slope after every minute.

if(!tempslope ()

//False means we're done charging - Cool Down

nextstate = 'L';

return;

//True, or not time to check temp, means everything's fine - continue.

nextstate = 'C';

}

int tempslope()

{//This function will check the slope of the battery temperature.

//Note: This function must be called only ONCE PER MINUTE!!

//As a state, it will set the following parameters:

//If tempslope() returns true when called, then next state = "C"

//If tempslope() returns false when called, then next state = "0"

//If tempslope is not called, then wait for chargecount and set next state

= "C"

//If the temp is raising at least 1C per minute STOP CHARGING

if ( ((inttemp - prevtemp) >= 10) && (prevtemp != 0) ) return 0; //sometimes

10 is too insensitive....><

//Update the prevtemp value with the current value
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prevtemp = inttemp;

return 1;

int

{

voltdrop()

//check voltage drop, delta v = 8mV * 5 = 40 mV (40mV/3/5*32768 = 87)

if (intvol >= maxNHvol)

maxNHvol = intvol;

return 1;

else if (((maxNHvol - intvol) >= 87) & (maxNHvol != 0)) return 0;

}

void chargeLI( )

{//This function will charge the Li-Ion battery: CC at 3A - CV when current goes

down to 0.05A.

//It will also check the temperature every minute.

//Hard rules: if temp is over 40, turns to "L"

if (inttemp >= 400)

{

nextstate = 'L';

return;

}

//Hard rules: if voltage is large than cutoffvol, do not charge anymore, directly

discharge

if (intvol >= cutoffvol)

nextstate = 'LI;

return;

}

//change current every 101 rounds - 100 ms

if (chargecntloopi == 0)

chargecntloopl = 100;

chargesend = 1;

//in other cases, first CC and then CV
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switch(Llchargenextstate)

case 'B':

if (intvol >= prevoltage)

LIcharge next state = 'C';

LIcharge stateint = 6;

return;

setCurrent(prechargecurrent,3);

next state = 'C';

LIchargenext state = 'B';

LIchargestateint 8;

break;

case 'C': //Constant Current Charging Stage

//goes to CV if voltage reach required

if (intvol >= maxLivol - HighDiscrementVol)

deltaI = orideltaI;

ChargeCurrent = ChargeCurrent - deltaI;

LIcharge next state =V';

LIchargestateint 7;

chargecntloop2 = 1;

return;

}
//update ChargeCurrent

if (ChargeCurrent > recoHighCHcur) ChargeCurrent = recoHighCHcur;

//protect, do not exceed recommended charging current;

if (ChargeCurrent < recoLowCHcur) ChargeCurrent = recoLowCHcur;

//protect, do not exceed recommended charging current;

if (intvol >= SlowDownLIvol) ChargeCurrent = ChargeCurrent - deltaI;

setCurrent(ChargeCurrent,3);

nextstate = 'C';

LIcharge nextstate = 'C';

LIcharge stateint = 6;

//update delta I

if (intvol != 0)

{

if (maxLivol - intvol <= MaxDiscrementVol)
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{

deltaI = deltaI + orideltaI * 0.1;

if (deltaI >= maxdeltaI) deltaI = maxdeltaI;

else if (deltaI <= mindeltaI) deltaI = mindeltaI;

}

/*else if (maxLivol - intvol <= LowDiscrementVol)

{

deltaI = deltaI + orideltaI * 0.1; //not by 0.5, but decrease

deltaI step by step

if (deltaI >= maxdeltaI) deltaI = maxdeltaI;

}
break;

case 'V': //Constant Voltage Charging Stage

//Time rules, must < 30min

if (charge cntloop2 >= 18000)

{
charge cntloop2 == 0;

next-state = 'L';

return;

}

else charge cntloop2 ++;

//Current rules, reach cutoff current

if (intcur <= cutoffcur) //chargecntT >= 3 && intcur <= cutoffcur)

{
next state = 'L';

return;

}

if (maxLivol - intvol >= MaxDiscrementVol) //if voltage is not as

close enough to recommended charging voltage, then increase current

{

ChargeCurrent = ChargeCurrent + deltaI;

}
else ChargeCurrent = ChargeCurrent - deltaI;

if (ChargeCurrent > recoHighCHcur) ChargeCurrent = recoHighCHcur;

//protect, do not exceed recommended charging current;
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if (ChargeCurrent < recoMinCHcur) ChargeCurrent

//protect, do not exceed recommended charging current;

setCurrent(ChargeCurrent,3);

nextstate = 'C';

LIchargenext state ='V';

LIchargestateint 7;

recoMinCHcur;

//update on deltaI, only update the decrease type, not for increase

if ((intvol -maxLivol <= HighDiscrementVol) && (intvol >= maxLivol))

{
deltaI = deltaI + orideltaI * 0.1;

if (deltaI >= maxdeltaI) deltaI = maxdeltaI;

else if (deltaI <= mindeltaI) deltaI = mindeltaI;

}

else if ((intvol - maxLivol >= HighDiscrementVol) && (intvol >=

maxLivol))

{

deltaI = deltaI + orideltaI * 0.5;

if (deltaI >= maxdeltaI) deltaI = maxdeltaI;

else if (deltaI <= mindeltaI) deltaI = mindeltaI;

else if ((maxLivol - intvol <= HighDiscrementVol) && (intvol <=

maxLivol))

deltaI = deltaI - orideltaI * 0.1;

if (deltaI >= maxdeltaI) deltaI = maxdeltaI;

else if (deltaI <= mindeltaI) deltaI = mindeltaI;

}
else if ((maxLivol - intvol >= HighDiscrementVol) && (intvol <=

maxLivol))

{
deltaI = deltaI - orideltaI * 0.5;

if (deltaI >= maxdeltaI) deltaI = maxdeltaI;

else if (deltaI <= mindeltaI) deltaI = mindeltaI;

}

break;

default:

next-state = '0';

break;
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}

else

{
charge cnt-loop -

chargesend = 0;

}

void waitthendischarge()

{//This function will keep the current off, and check the temperature.

//When the temperature is less than 25C, it will move on to the next discharge

cycle.

//This function is meant to be called only after charging.

//The equivalent after discharge is called wait then charge.

//Its state is 'L' for cooLdown

PORTDOUT 1= PIN6_bm; //light on the red LED

if (charge cnt loopi == 0)

{

charge cnt loopi = 100;

chargesend = 1;

else

{

charge cnt loop-

chargesend = 0;

}

//Set the next state, depending on the temperature and check every 30s

if (BatteryType == 1)

if (relaxcnt == 10) //1000 = ls; set this to ensure rest certain time.

relaxcnt = 0;

if(inttemp > 250) next state = 'L'; //if after 10 min, temp still > 25,

stop; here change to 260,just try

//else if (intvol >= 7.14) nextstate = 'I'; //7.2-0.02*3

else

{

//The temperature has fallen to a reasonable level.
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//If we still have more cycles to do...

if(loopcycles > 0)

//Get ready to start the next discharge cycle

next-state = 'P';

PORTD OUT &= Ob10111111;

loopcycles--;

pulsecount = 0;

return;

else

//We're done. Set the next state to Off.

nextstate = '0';

else

relaxcnt++;

nextstate = 'L';

else

{

if (relaxcnt == 29999) //1000 = ls; now 30s. set this to ensure rest certain

time.

relaxcnt = 0;

relaxcnt2 ++;

if(inttemp > 250) next state = 'L'; //if after 10 min, temp still > 25,

stop; here change to 260,just try

else if (intvol >= 7.1) nextstate = 'L'; //wait 30 min.

else

//The temperature has fallen to a reasonable level.

//If we still have more cycles to do...

if(loopcycles > 0)

//Get ready to start the next discharge cycle

next-state = 'P';

PORTDOUT &= OblO111111;

loop-cycles--;
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pulsecount = 0;

return;

}

else

//We're done. Set the next state to Off.

next-state = '0';

}

else

{

relaxcnt++;

next-state = 'L';

}

}

}

int setCurrent(double I, int stateint) //I is mA level

{//This function will change the DAC value to make the current match the given

I.

//Returns 1 if successful, 0 otherwise.

//So make sure this is the value you actually want to set!

int DACvalue; //This is the value we will set the DAC to.

int VOoffset = 0.0133; //CHO, need set extra offset, already calibrated.

int Vloffset = 0; //CH1, don't need set extra offset, already calibrated.

if (stateint == 3) //charging, disable discharge.

DACvalue = (I + 0.28) * 0.01 * 4.984/1.0*4096; //0.28A, output 13.2mV

DACBCTRLB = 0; //select CHO

DACBCTRLA &= OxF7;

DACBCTRLA 1= DACCHOEN_bm;

DACB CHODATA = DACvalue;

}

else if (stateint == 2) //discharging, disable charge. Only during pulse.

{

DACvalue = (I * 0.01 * 4.984 - Vloffset)/1.0*4096;

DACBCTRLB = Ox20; //select CH1

DACBCTRLA &= OxFB;

DACBCTRLA 1= DACCH1EN_bm;

DACBCH1DATA = DACvalue;
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}

else //other including rest and wait, shut down all charging/discharging, set

DATA to 0. Doesn't need to worry about not to 0. Because shut down the block already.

{

DACBCTRLA &= OxF3; //disable charging & dishcharging

DACBCTRLB = 0;

DACBCHODATA = 0;

DACBCH1DATA = 0;

}

//ADC read opposite direction, should reorder direction. Basically hex fenjie

int interpret(unsigned int hexnum)

unsigned int BITScnt = sizeof(hexnum)*8;

unsigned int reverse-answer = 0;

int i;

for (i = 0; i < BITScnt; i++)

{

if((hexnum & (1 << i)))

{

if (i < 8) reverse answer 1= 1 << (7 - i); //bit 7 move to bit 0

else reverse-answer I= 1 << ((BITScnt + 7) - i); //bit 15 move to bit

8

}

}

return reverse answer;

}
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ATXmega192A3Uinit.h

define new header file for init.c, avoid multiple definition

#ifndef _ATXmegal92A3U init H

#define _ATXmegal92A3UinitH

//Declare Functions--------------------------------

void sysclk init(void);

void event init(void);

void tcinit(void);

void ioinit(void);

void usart init(void);

void dac init(void);

int sendUART(unsigned char data);

#endif //_ATmegal68_timersH
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ATXmega192A3U_init.c

/ *=~=== === == === === ==

use for initial the device

==== ==== ==== ==== * /

#include <avr/io.h>

#include <avr/interrupt .h>

#include <util/delay.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include "ATXmegal92A3U init.h"

void sysclk_init()

OSCXOSCCTRL = OxCB; //OSCFRQRANGE 12TO16 gc; 12-16MHz

OSC CTRL = OSC XOSCRDY bm; //external clock

do { delay ms(1000);}

while (!(OSCSTATUS & OSCXOSCRDY_bm)); //wait for stability

/*OSC.CTRL = OSC RC32MEN_bm; // 32MHz internal

while (!(OSC.STATUS & OSCRC32MRDY bm));*/

CCP = OxD8;

CLK CTRL = Ox03; //CLK.CTRL = 0x03

CCP = OxD8;

CLK PSCTRL = OxOG; //no division

/*OSC.DFLLCTRL = OxOG;

DFLLRC32M.CTRL = OxOl;*/

void io init()

//CLKper4 output

PORTCFGCLKEVOUT = Ox02; //SET clk output to CLKper

//PORTD:osl,O; UART;

PORTD DIR = OxFB; //DIR Registers: 0 = input. 1 = output. //PD2 is input

PORTDOUT = (PIN3_bm I PINO_bm); //OS1= 1; TxD = 1; RxD = 1 (pull-up resistor);
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//Control ADC

PORTCDIR = OxFE; //OS2,CONVT,ResetADC,CS*&RD*,Busy

PORTCOUT = (PIN2_bm I PIN1_bm); //CS* = 1; RESETADC = 1;

PORTCPINOCTRL 1= PORTISCFALLING gc; //Input sensing on PCO-BUSY

PORTCINTCTRL = 0x02; //Medium level 0x02;

PORTC INTOMASK = OxOl; //pin 0 is used as interrupt 0.

PORTCOUTCLR 1= PIN2 bm; //RESETADC = 0;

PORTCOUTCLR = 0; //Clear all the OUTCLR bits

PORTCOUT 1= PIN3_bm; //CONVT = 1, rising edge trigger ADC to work

PORTC OUT &= OxF7;

PORTE DIR = 0;

PORTFDIR = 0;

//DA

PORTB DIR = OxFF;

//PORTBOUT 1= PIN1_bm;

void tc init()

//use for sampling and counting

TCC0_CTRLA = TC CLKSELDIVl_gc; //Choose SYS clk

TCCOPER = 0; //0x3980 in startlogging(;

TCCO0_INTCTRLA = 0x03; //High level

TCC0_INTFLAGS = OxOl; // clear any initial interrupt flags

//use for generating pulse to read ADC data. (maybe not used, time of one step

is enough)

TCCl_CTRLA = TC CLKSELDIVl_gc;

TCClPER = Ox05; //How long we want the Data to stay on the Parallel bus.

}

void usart init()

{
USARTDOCTRLC = 0x03; //8bit

USARTDO BAUDCTRLA = 0x03; //7 - 230400; 3 - 460800;

USARTDOCTRLB = (USARTTXENbm I USARTCLK2X_bm); //Enable transmission AND

2 SPEED CLOCK.
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sendUART(0);

void dac init()

{

DACB CTRLA = DAC ENABLE bm; //not enable any channel, JUST ENABLE DAC

DACBCTRLB = 0; //default channel 0

DACBCTRLC = 0; //this is 1.0V internal; choose AVcc if set as DACREFSELObm;

DACBCHODATA = OxO;

DACBCHOOFFSETCAL = 0x24; //26,0x15

DACB CHOGAINCAL = Ox82; //85,0x32

DACBCH1DATA = OxO;

DACBCH10FFSETCAL = Oxlf; //1F,0X0B

DACB CH1GAINCAL = Oxla; //lA,QX1A

int sendUART(unsigned char data)

{//This function will send 1 byte of data via the UART line.

while((USARTDOSTATUS & USARTDREIF_bm) == 0) {}

USARTDODATA = data;

while((USARTDO STATUS & USARTDREIF bm) 0) {}

return 1;
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Appendix 5 Matlab codes for processing experimental data

This appendix contains 3 MATLAB code files, as listed below:
> reverseturns.m - reverse the order of the UART data, because on the PCB layout, the

pins of ADC and the pins of microcontroller are reversely connected.
> interpret.m - translate hex data into decimal
> DataAnalyze _BCAPcompareHex_vl.m - process UART data, plot current and voltage

waveforms, calculate discharge capacity and normalized energy gain.
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reverseturns.m

%TO reverse turns of hex data

function y = reverseturns(decdataE,decdataF)

i = 1;

E bi = zeros(1,8);

F bi = zeros(1,8);

while (decdataE > 0)

E_bi(i) = mod(decdataE,2);

decdataE = floor(decdataE/2);

i = i+1;

end

%E bi

i = 1;

while (decdataF > 0)

F_bi(i) = mod(decdataF,2);

decdataF = floor(decdataF/2);

i = i+1;

end

%F bi

ansbi = [E bi,Fbi];

y = 0;

for k = 1:1:16

y = y + ansbi(k)*2^(16-k);

end

%y

if (ans bi(1) == 1)

y = -(65536 - y);

end

end

Interpret.m

%interpret the hex file into right order, and into dec

function y = interpret(Edata,Fdata)

E = 16*hex2dec(Edata(:,1)) + hex2dec(Edata(:,2));

F = 16*hex2dec(Fdata(:,1)) + hex2dec(Fdata(:,2));

y = reverseturns(E,F)/32768*5; %add ADC ratio

end
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DataAnalyzeBCAPcompareHex_vl.m

%Read the UART data file, plot out waveforms and calculate out the discharge capacity

and normalized energy gain. efficiency of Bonly and cap experiments, using data

clc,clf,clear all,close all;

format long;

DateBID = '040714';

DateCAPID = '031114';

BatteryType = '_Li_'; %'_Li_' meanse Li-Ion battery;'_' means NIMH

IID = '16A';

PeriodID = '200ms';

DutyID = 'D20';

BID = 'C502000';

CAPID = 'C50';

BatteryID = '23';

CHDISID = 'DIS';

%Differential Amp Coefficiency

R1 = 0.01;R2 = 0.01;R3 = 0.01;

AMP1 = 4.984; AMP2 = 4.984;AMP3 = 4.984; %for data after Jan, 2014

CAVBAT = 3;

CAVCAP = 3;

CAVbattery = 3;

CAVcapacitor = 3;

CAICH = 1/(R3*AMP3);

CAIDIS = 1/(Rl*AMPl);

CAICAP = 1/(R2*AMP2);

%calculating energy efficiency of battery only system

filename =

strcat('capture_ ',DateBID,BatteryType,IID,PeriodID,DutyID,BID,'_',BatteryID,'

_',CHDISID,'.txt');

savefilename =

strcat(DateBID,BatteryType,IID,PeriodID,DutyID,BID,'_',BatteryID,'_',CHDISID,

.mat');

pulse num = 0;

dt = 1/(14.7654*1e6)*14720;
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EDIS = 0;

ECAP = 0;

ER2 = 0;

ER3 = 0;

Ebatt = 0;

current integralBatt = 0;

current integralDis = 0;

current integralCap = 0;

%read data from file, need manually clean the data, clear the char part.

%Multiple calibration factor (?)

AllData = textread(filename,'%2c');

[mm,nn] = size(AllData);

i = 0;

k = 1;

for i = 1:1:mm

res = mod(i,18);

switch res

case 1

recordnums(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

cnt = k;

case 2

state(k,:) = All Data(i,:);

statenum(cnt) = state(k,2);

if (cnt > 1)

if (statenum(cnt) == '2') && (statenum(cnt-1) == '1')

pulse num = pulse num + 1;

end

end

case 3

TempE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 4

TempF(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

Temp(cnt) = interpret(TempE(k,

case 5

ICHE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 6

ICHF(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

ICH(cnt) = interpret(ICHE(k,:)

case 7

:) ,TempF(k, :));

,ICHF(k, :) );
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IDISE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 8

IDISF(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

IDIS(cnt) = interpret(IDISE

case 9

ICAPE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 10

ICAPF(k,:) = All Data(i,:);

ICAP(cnt) = interpret(ICAPE

(k, :),IDISF(k,:)

(k, :),ICAPF(k,:)

case 11

VcapacitorE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 12

VcapacitorF(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

Vcapacitor(cnt) = interpret(VcapacitorE(k,:),VcapacitorF(k,:));

case 13

VbatteryE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 14

VbatteryF(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

Vbattery(cnt) = interpret(VbatteryE(k,:),VbatteryF(k,:));

case 15

VBATE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 16

VBATF(k,:) = All Data(i,:);

VBAT(cnt) = interpret(VBATE(k,:),VBATF(k,:));

case 17

VCAPE(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

case 0

VCAPF(k,:) = AllData(i,:);

VCAP(cnt) = interpret(VCAPE(k,:),VCAPF(k,:));

k = k + 1;

otherwise

end

end

pulse num = pulsenum + 1;

%calculate efficiency from data

%scale data

startcnt = cnt/pulsenum*(pulse num - 10) + 1; %startcnt is the start number of

last ten pulses

for kk = 1:(cnt - startcnt + 1)

i = kk + startcnt - 1;
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VBATs(kk) = VBAT(i) * CAVBAT;

VCAPs(kk) = VCAP(i) * CAVCAP;

ICHs(kk) = ICH(i) * CAICH;

IDISs(kk) = IDIS(i) * CAIDIS;

ICAPs(kk) = ICAP(i) * CAICAP;

ICAPs(kk) = ICAP(i) * CA ICAP;

Vbatterys(kk) = Vbattery(i) * CAVbattery;

Vcapacitors(kk) = Vcapacitor(i) * CA_Vcapacitor;

PDIS(kk) = VCAP s(kk)*IDISs(kk); %power dissipate on the discharge branch

PCAP(kk) = VCAP s(kk)*ICAP_s(kk); %power dissipate on the cap branch

PR2(kk) = R2*(ICAPs(kk))A2; %power dissipate on R2

PR3(kk) = R3*(ICHs(kk))^2; %power dissipate on R3

PowerBatt(kk) = Vbattery-s(kk)*ICHs(kk); %power generate by battery

end

%Integrate LAST 10 PULSES to get Energy and Current

for i = 1:(cnt - startcnt)

EDIS = EDIS + (PDIS(i) + PDIS(i+1))*dt/2;

ECAP = ECAP + (PCAP(i) + PCAP(i+1))*dt/2;

ER2 = ER2 + (PR2(i) + PR2(i+1))*dt/2;

ER3 = ER3 + (PR3(i) + PR3(i+1))*dt/2;

Ebatt = Ebatt + (PowerBatt(i) + PowerBatt(i+1))*dt/2;

currentintegralBatt = currentintegralBatt + (ICHs(i) + ICHs(i+1))*dt/2;

currentintegralDis = currentintegralDis + (IDIS_s(i) + IDIS'_s(i+1))*dt/2;

currentintegralCap = currentintegralCap + (ICAPs(i) + ICAP s(i+1))*dt/2;

end

EDIS = EDIS + (PDIS(1) + PDIS(cnt - startcnt + 1))*dt/2;

ECAP = ECAP + (PCAP(1) + PCAP(cnt - startcnt + 1))*dt/2;

ER2 = ER2 + (PR2(1) + PR2(cnt - startcnt + 1))*dt/2;

ER3 = ER3 + (PR3(1) + PR3(cnt - startcnt + 1))*dt/2;

Ediss = EDIS + ER2 + ER3;

Ebatt = Ebatt + (PowerBatt(1) + PowerBatt(cnt - startcnt + 1))*dt/2;

currentintegralBatt = current integralBatt + (ICHs(1) + ICHs(cnt - startcnt

+ 1))*dt/2;

currentintegralDis = current integralDis + (IDIS_s(1) + IDIS_s(cnt - startcnt

+ 1))*dt/2;

currentintegralCap = current integralCap + (ICAPs(1) + ICAP s(cnt - startcnt

+ 1))*dt/2;
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% [EDIS,ECAP,ER2,ER3] /10

Ediss = Ediss/10

Ebatt = Ebatt/10

currentintegralBatt = currentintegralBatt/10

currentintegralDis = current integralDis/10

current integralCap = current integralCap/10

effB = -Ediss/current-integralBatt

%plot the data

t = dt*(0:1: (cnt - startcnt)); %because at the end, there is a "shift", so

recordnums counts one more.

figure(2);plot(t,ICHs,'-b.','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceC

olor','r','MarkerSize',10);grid;hold on;

figure(3);plot(t,IDIS_s,'-b.','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFace

Color','r', 'MarkerSize',10);grid;hold on;

figure(4);plot(t,ICAPs,'-b.','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFace

Color','r','MarkerSize',10);grid;hold on;

figure(5);plot(t,VBATs,'-b.','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFace

Color','r','MarkerSize',5);grid;hold on;

figure(5);plot(t,Vbatterys,'-c.','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','g','Marker

FaceColor','g','MarkerSize',5);grid;hold on;

figure(6);plot(t,VCAP s,'-b.','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFace

Color','r','MarkerSize',10);grid;hold on;

figure(7);plot(VBAT*3,'-c.','LineWidth',2);hold on;

save(savefilename,'Temp','ICH','IDIS','ICAP','Vbattery','Vcapacitor','VBAT','

VCAP','pulsenum');
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Appendix 6 Matlab codes for sweeping simulation, compare and plot

results

This appendix contains 8 MATLAB code files, as listed below:
> ucapnonlin ode.m - ode function of the nonlinear capacitors, wrote based on the

analysis in appendix 3
> hybridnonlinode.m - ode function of the hybrid system, wrote based on the analysis in

appendix 5
> GenNORM.m - calculate the difference between simulation waveform and experimental

waveform, generate 2-norm or infinite norm of the difference
> OptimizeRCGA.m - use GA optimization to optimize the function GenNORM.m, find the

optimized RC parameters
> BatteryEnergy-ode.m - calculate the energy dissipation, current integration, 0 and 60

in the battery-only system for given pulse load profiles.
> HybridEnergy-ode.m - calculate the energy dissipation, current integration, discharge

capacity and normalized energy gain in the hybrid system at given pulse load profile.
> SweepSimuAllode.m - sweep simulation along different pulse amplitude, duty cycle

and pulse period, calculate 0 and 60
> PlotResultLiion.m - plot the 0 and 60 for simulation and experimental data of Li-ion

batteries. The process of plotting data for Ni-MH batteries is similar.
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Ucapnonlinode.m

%THIS FUNCTION IS UCAP'S MODEL FUNCTION for ODE

%Variable is Q: ------------------------------------

%Q = [Q1;Q2;..;Qpairnum], Qi is charge inside branch #i;

%V = [Vl;V2;..;Vpairnum], Vi is voltage across C in branch #i;

%V is a nonlinear function of Q, where
%V1 = [(sqrt(Cl^2 + 4*kv*Q1) - Cl)/2/kv]; and rest Vi = Qi/Ci;

%PARAMETERS:-----------------------------------------

%pairnum: how many RC branches in parallel, including the nonlinear branch

%matrix r (given): r contains all resistance value in each branch;

%matrix c (given): c contains all capacitance value in each branch;

%INPUT:-----------------------------------------------

%I, is the current input to terminal of UCAP.

%Function:-------------------------------------------

%dQ/dt = Mqv*V(Q) + Mqi*I(t)

function dx = ucapnonlinode(tx,x)

global t loadi CAPpairnum cc kv Mqv Mqi

current= interpl(t,loadi,tx, 'spline', 'extrap'); % Interpolate the data set (ft,f)

at time t

voltage = zeros(CAPpairnum,l);

for i = 1:CAPpairnum

if (i == 1)

if (kv == 0)

voltage(i) = x(i)/cc(i);

else

voltage(i) = (sqrt(cc(i)^2 + 4*kv*x(i)) - cc(i))/2/kv;

end

else voltage(i) = x(i)/cc(i);

end

end

%voltage

%pause

%solve F(x) = 0;

dx = Mqv*voltage + Mqi*current;

end
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Hybridnonlinode.m

%THIS FUNCTION IS HYBRID SYSTEM'S MODEL FUNCTION FOR ODE

%Variable is Q: ------------------------------------

%Q = [Qbl;Qb2;..;Qcl;Qc2;..;Qpairnum], Qi is charge inside UNKNOWN branch #i (B

+ CAP);

%V = [Vbl;Vb2;..;Vcl;Vc2;...;Vpairnum], Vi is voltage across C in branch #i (B

+ CAP);

%V is a nonlinear function of Q, where

%Vcl = [(sqrt(ClA2 + 4*kv*Ql) - Cl)/2/kv]; and rest Vi = Qi/Ci;

%PARAMETERS:-----------------------------------------

%Bpairnum: how many RC branches in series in the battery model

%CAPpairnum: how many RC branches in parallel in the UCAP model

%matrix c (given): c contains all capacitance value in each branch;

%c = [Cbl,Cbl,...,Ccl,Cc2,...];

%kv: nonlinear capacitance

%INPUT:-----------------------------------------------

%current, is the load current;Voc: open circuit voltage

%Function:-------------------------------------------

%[xdot] = statestep(ti,x)

%global Mx Mv Mi C Voc u t

%ui = interpl(t,u,ti,'spline','extrap');

%xdot = Mx * (C(:).*x(:)) + Mv * Voc + Mi*ui;

%dQ/dt = Mx*V(Q) + Mv*Voc + Mi*I(t);

%OUTPUT:Q(n)

function xdot = hybridnonlinode(ti,x)

global LBpairnum cx kv Mx Mv Mi Voc intp Ild intp

current = Ild intp(ti);

Vopen = Voc intp(ti);

voltage = x(:)./cx(:);

if kv -= 0

i = LBpairnum+l;

voltage(i) = (sqrt(cx(i)^2 + 4*kv*x(i)) - cx(i))/2/kv;

end

x_dot = Mx*voltage + Mv*Vopen + Mi*current;

end
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GenNORM.m

%THIS FUNCTION IS FOR OPTIMIZATION RC VALUE FOR LIION BATTERY or UCAP MODEL

%Generate 2-norm or inf-norm to compare experimental and simulation differences

%INPUT: two voltage waveform Vl, V2; two current waveform Il,I2;

%variable: RC value

%flag: flag = 1, ucap; 2, liion;

function y =

GenNORM(x,Vocl,Voc2,Vlac,V2ac,Ilin,I2in,tl,t2,pulsenuml,pulsenum2,Nll,'Nl_2,N

2_1,N2_2,Rshunt,flag,pairnum)

global t loadi CAPpairnum cc kv Mqv Mqi

%x is the matrix of RC value

%For battery: x = [Resr,Rs,Cs,Rm,Cm,R1,Cl

%For capacitor, x = [rleak,rO,cO,rl,cl,r2,c2,kv];

Rl = Rshunt(l);R2 = Rshunt(2);R3 = Rshunt(3);

predict voltagel(l) = Vocl;

if (flag ~ 1) predict voltage2(l) = Voc2;end

switch flag

case 1 %if the model is UCAP

rleak = x(l); %leakage resistance

for i = 1:pairnum

r(i) = x(2*i);

c(i) = x(2*i+l);

end

kv = x(length(x));

%PREPARE MATRIX FOR UCAP: form matrix for differential equation

gama = r(l)/rleak;

for i = 1:pairnum

gama = gama + r(l)/r(i);

end

%form matrix Mqv

Mqv = [];

for i = 1:pairnum

for j = 1:pairnum

if (i ~= j)

Mqv(i,j) = 1/r(i)/gama*r(l)/r(j);

else Mqv(i,j) = 1/r(i)*(r(1)/r(i)/gama - 1);

end

end

end

%form matrix Mqi
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Mqi = ones(pairnum,1);

for i = 1:pairnum

Mqi(i) = r(1)/r(i)/gama;

end

%Define Q,V

VO = Vlac(l)*ones(pairnum,1); %initial state of V

for i = 1:pairnum %initial state of Q

if (i == 1)

%Q(i,l) = c(i)*VO(i) + kv*VO(i)^2;

Q(i,l) = c(i)*VO(i) + (kv*(VO(i) - 0.41) + 21.88)*VO(i);

else Q(i,1) = c(i)*VO(i);

end

end

%calculate voltage based on input current and t

for kk = 2:length(tl) %every time step

dts = tl(2) - tl(1);

%USE FSOLVE, WORK------------------------------------------

options = optimset('Display','off','TolFun',le-6,'MaxIter',300);

fucap =

@(x)ucapnonlin(x,pairnum,c,kv,Mqv,Mqi,Ilin(kk),Q(:,kk-1),dts);

Q(:,kk) = fsolve(fucap,Q(:,kk-1),options);

icl(kk) = (Q(1,kk) - Q(1,kk-1))/dts;

end

for i = 1:pairnum

if (i == 1)

if (kv == 0)

V(i,:) = Q(i,:)/c(i);

else

B = 21.886 + c(i) - kv*0.41;

V(i,:) = (sqrt(B^2*ones(size(Q(i,:))) + 4*kv*Q(i,:)) -

B*ones(size (Q(i,:))))/2/kv;

end

else V(i,:) = Q(i,:)/c(i);

end

end

predictvoltagel = (icl*r(1) + V(1,:))';

case 2

Resr = x(l); %series resistance
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Hs = Resr;

for j = 1:pairnum

r(j) = x(2*j);

c(j) = x(2*j+i);

tau(j) = r(j)*c(j);

Hs = Hs + tf(r(j),[tau(j),]);

end

delta_vi = lsim(Hs,Ilin,ti); %voltage subtraction on RC network,waveformi

deltav2 = lsim(Hs,I2in,t2); %voltage subtraction on RC network, waveform2

predict voltagei = Vocl*ones(size(delta_vl)) - delta_vi;

%predict output votage 1, open circuit V comes from real data

predict voltage2 = Voc2*ones(size(deltav2)) - deltav2; %predict vout 2

otherwise

end

%only take last 100 or 10

startcntl = length(Ilin)/pulsenumi*(pulsenum1 - Ni 1) + 1;

endcntl = length(Ilin)/pulsenumi*(pulsenum1 - N2_1);

startcnt2 = length(I2in)/pulsenum2*(pulsenum2 - Ni_2) + 1;

endcnt2 = length(I2in)/pulsenum2*(pulsenum2 - N2_2);

voltage = [predict voltagel(startcntl:endcntl) - Vlac;...

predictvoltage2(startcnt2:endcnt2) - V2ac];

y = norm(voltage,inf);

end
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OptimizeRCGA.m

%THIS .M FILE IS FOR CALCULATING THE OPTIMIZED RC PARAMETERS FOR BATTERY/UCAP

clc,clf,clear all,close all;

format long;

%FIRST READ TWO SETS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

BatteryType = '_Li_'; %'_Li_' meanse Li-Ion battery;'_' means NIMH

BID = 'B';

BatteryID = '23';

CHDISID = 'DIS';

DateBID = '031114';%'050314';

IID = '8A';

PeriodID = '200ms';

DutyID = 'D50';

Il = 8;

Ti = 200*le-3;

Dl = 10*0.01;

DateBID2 = '042014';

IID2 = '16A';

PeriodID2 = '200ms';

DutyID2 = 'D10';

12 = 16;

T2 = 200*1e-3;

D2 = 10*0.01;

flag = 1; %flag indicate to simulate which device, 1 is ucap, 2 is liion

N1_1 = 10;%410;%210;%1510;

N2_1 = 0;%400;%1200;%1500;

N1_2 = 2000;%1760;

N2_2 = 1999;%1750;

%Differential Amp Coefficiency

Ri = 0.01;R2 = 0.01;R3 = 0.01;

AMP1 = 4.984; AMP2 = 4.984;AMP3 = 4.984; %for data after Jan, 2014

CAVBAT = 3;
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CA_VCAP = 3;

CAVbattery = 3;

CAVcapacitor = 3;

CAICH = 1/(R3*AMP3);

CA_IDIS = 1/(R1*AMP1);

CAICAP = 1/(R2*AMP2);

dt = 1/(14.7654*1e6)*14720;

%READ FIRST FILE B-ONLY/UCAP-ONLY EXPERIMENTAL DATA

if (flag == 1)

filename = '041714_CAP25_SHORTDISCHARGE.mat';

else

filename =

strcat(DateBID,BatteryType,IID,PeriodID,DutyID,BID,'_',BatteryID,'_',CHDISID,

'.mat');

end

load(filename);

cnt = length(Vbattery);

%startcntl = 1;

%endcntl = cnt;

startcntl = cnt/pulse num*(pulse num - Ni 1) + 1;

endcntl = cnt/pulsenum*(pulsenum - N2_1);

for kk = 1:(endcntl - startcntl + 1)

i = kk + startcntl - 1;

VBATs(kk) = VBAT(i) * CA_VBAT;

VCAP s(kk) = VCAP(i) * CA VCAP;

ICHs(kk) = ICH(i) * CAICH;

IDISs(kk) = IDIS(i) * CAIDIS;

ICAPs(kk) = ICAP(i) * CAICAP;

ICAPs(kk) = ICAP(i) * CAICAP;

Vbattery s(kk) = Vbattery(i) * CA Vbattery;

Vcapacitor_s(kk) = Vcapacitor(i) * CAVcapacitor;

end

%calculate integration of current till startcnt2

inteIb = 0;

for kk = 2:startcntl

inteIb = inteIb + dt*(ICH(kk) + ICH(kk - 1))*CAICH/2/3600/2.3;

end
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inteIb = abs(inteIb);

Voci = LiionSOCOCV(inteIb);

%form groupi data

ti = dt*(0:1:(endcntl - startcntl))';

Vlac = Vbattery s';

Ilac = -ICH s';

[Ilinput,tlinput] = pulsecurrentgen(pulsenum,T1,Dl,Il,dt);

pulsenumi = pulsenum;

%READ SECOND FILE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

if (flag ~ 1)

clear filename AllData recordnums state statenum Temp ICH IDIS ICAP Vcapacitor

VBAT VCAP pulsenum

clear VBAT s VCAP s ICH s IDIS s ICAP s Vbattery_s Vcapacitor s t V I

filename =

strcat(DateBID2,BatteryType,IID2,PeriodID2,DutyID2,BID,'2000_',BatteryID,'_',

CHDISID,'.mat');

load(filename);

cnt = length(Vbattery);

EDIS = 0;

ECAP = 0;

ER2 = 0;

ER3 = 0;

Ebatt = 0;

currentintegralBatt = 0;

current integralDis = 0;

currentintegralCap = 0;

%scale data

startcnt2 = cnt/pulse num*(pulse num - N1_2) + 1; %startcnt is the start number

of last ten pulses

endcnt2 = cnt/pulsenum*(pulsenum - N2_2);

for kk = 1:endcnt2 - startcnt2 + 1

i = kk + startcnt2 - 1;

VBAT s(kk) = VBAT(i) * CA VBAT;

VCAPs(kk) = VCAP(i) * CAVCAP;

ICHs(kk) = ICH(i) * CAICH;

IDIS_s(kk) = IDIS(i) * CAIDIS;
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ICAPs(kk) = ICAP(i) * CAICAP;

ICAPs(kk) = ICAP(i) * CAICAP;

Vbattery s(kk) = Vbattery(i) * CAVbattery;

Vcapacitor_s(kk) = Vcapacitor(i) * CA_Vcapacitor;

end

%calculate integration of current till startcnt2

inteIb = 0;

for kk = 2:startcnt2

inteIb = inteIb + dt*(ICH(kk) + ICH(kk - 1))*CAICH/2/3600/2.3;

end

inteIb = abs(inteIb);

Voc2 = LiionSOCOCV(inteIb);

%form group 2 data

t2 = dt*(0:1:(endcnt2 - startcnt2))';

V2ac = Vbatterys';

I2ac = -ICH s';

[12_input,t2_input] = pulsecurrentgen(pulse num,T2,D2,I2,dt);

pulsenum2 = pulsenum;

else

t2_input = [];

12_input = [];

pulsenum2 = [];

Voc2 =

V2ac = [1;

end

%Ucap boundary conditions

Rshunt = [Rl,R2,R3];

CAPlowerbound = [10000,le-6,1,le-5,le-5,le-5,le-5,le-5,le-5,1];

CAPupperbound = [100000,1,50,10,10,3000,3000,1,1,10];

CAPpairnum = 4;

CAPvaranum = 2*CAPpairnum + 2;

%Li-ion boundary conditions

LBlowerbound = [0.06,0,,0,10,0,1,0,,0,0];

LBupperbound = [0.2,0.1,5,0.1,150,0.1,700,0.1,20];

LBpairnum = 4;

LBvaranum = 2*LBpairnum + 1;
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switch flag

case 1

pairnum = CAPpairnum;

lowerbound = CAPlowerbound;

upperbound = CAPupperbound;

varanum = CAPvaranum;

case 2

pairnum = LBpairnum;

lowerbound = LBlowerbound;

upperbound = LBupperbound;

varanum = LBvaranum;

otherwise

end

options = optimset('Display','iter','TolFun',ie-6,'MaxIter',300);

fGEN =

{@GenNORM,Voci,Voc2,Vlac,V2ac,Ilinput,12_input,tlinput,t2_input,pulsenuml,p

ulsenum2,Nll,N1_2,N2_l,N2_2,Rshunt,flag,pairnum};

[OPTIMIZERC,fv] =

ga(fGEN,varanum, [],[],[], [],lowerbound,upperbound, [],options);

OPTIMIZERC

simu scntl = length(Ilinput)/pulsenuml*(pulsenuml - Ni1) + 1; %startcnt is the

start number of last ten pulses

simu ecntl = length(Ilinput)/pulsenuml*(pulsenum - N2_1);

simu_scnt2 = length(12_input) /pulsenum2* (pulsenum2 - N1_2) + 1; %startcnt is the

start number of last ten pulses

simu ecnt2 = length(12_input)/pulsenum2*(pulsenum2 - N2_2);

Predict =

GenCURVE(OPTIMIZERC,Voci,Voc2,Vlac,V2ac,Il input,12_input,tiinput,t2_input,p

ulsenumu,pulsenum2,Nl_,Ni_2,N2_1,N2_2,Rshunt,flag,pairnum);

Predict_vl = Predict(i:simuecnti - simuscnti + 1);

%plot the data

figure(2);plot(ti(startcntl:endcntl) -

ti(startcntl),Ilac,'-b.','LineWidth',3,'MarkerEdgeColor','c','MarkerFaceColor

','c','MarkerSize',10);grid;

figure(3) ;subplot(1,2,1);
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plot(ti(startcntl:endcnti) -

ti(startcntl),Vlac,'-b','LineWidth',3,'MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor'

,'b','MarkerSize',5);hold on;

plot(tlinput(simuscntl:simuecntl) -

tiinput(simu_scnt),Predict_vi,'-rs','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor'

,'r','MarkerSize',5);hold off;legend('EXPERIMENTS','SIMULATION');

title('Simulation & Experimental Comparision - 8A200msD50', 'FontSize',16);

ylabel('Battery Voltage/V','FontSize',16);

xlabel('t/second','FontSize',16);set(gca,'fontsize',16);grid;

figure(3);subplot(i,2,2);

plot(ti(startcntl:endcntl) -

tl(startcntl),Vlac,'-b','LineWidth',3,'MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor'

,'b','MarkerSize',5);hold on;plot(tl_input(simuscntl:simu ecntl) -

tiinput(simuscnti),Predict_vi,'-rs','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor'

,' r', 'MarkerSize',5);hold off;legend('EXPERIMENTS','SIMULATION');

title('Zoom-in Transient Performance','FontSize',16);

ylabel('Battery Voltage/V','FontSize',16);

xlabel('t/second','FontSize',16);set(gca,'fontsize',16);grid;

if (flag -=1)

Predictv2 = Predict(simuecnti - simuscntl + 2:length(Predict));

figure(4);plot(t2,I2ac,'-b','MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor','b','Mark

erSize',5);legend('Bonly','Cap');xlabel('t/s','FontSize',16);ylabel('ICH/A','

FontSize',16);title('R3/Battery current','FontSize',16);hold

off;set(gca,'fontsize',16);

figure(5);subplot(1,2,1);

plot(t2,V2ac,'-b','LineWidth',3,'MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor','b','

MarkerSize',5);hold on;plot(t2_input(simuscnt2:simuecnt2) -

t2_input(simuscnt2),Predictv2,'s','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','

r','MarkerSize',5);hold off;legend('EXPERIMENTS','SIMULATION');

title('Simulation & Experimental Comparision - 16A200msDlO','FontSize',16);

ylabel('Battery Voltage/V','FontSize',16);

xlabel('t/second','FontSize',16);set(gca,'fontsize',16);grid;

subplot(1,2,2);

plot(t2,V2ac,'-b','LineWidth',3,'MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor','b','

MarkerSize',5);hold on;plot(t2_input(simuscnt2:simu ecnt2) -

t2_input(simuscnt2),Predictv2,'s','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','

r','MarkerSize',5);hold off;legend('EXPERIMENTS', 'SIMULATION');
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title('Zoom-in Transient Performance', 'FontSize',16);

ylabel('Battery Voltage/V', 'FontSize',16);

xlabel ('t/second', 'FontSize' , 16) ;set (gca, 'fontsize' ,16);grid;

end
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BatteryEnergy-ode.m

%THIS FUNCTION IS FOR CALCULATING ENERGY FROM BATTERY-ONLY SYSTEM

%OUTPUT: Energy to Load, Energy from Battery, battery current integration,

capacitor current integration, discharge capacity

function y = BatteryEnergyode(Hs)

global loadi t Voc Rshunt Rpad simu-pulsenum

R3 = Rshunt(3);

deltabv = lsim(Hs,loadi,t); %voltage subtraction on RC network, waveform 1
batty = Voc - deltabv;

Vout = batty - loadi*(R3 + Rpad(l));

%CALCULATE THE ENERGY

if (simupulsenum >= 10)

startcnt = length(t)*(simu pulsenum - 10)/simu pulsenum + 1;

else startcnt = 1;

end

endcnt = length(t);

PR3 = R3*(loadi(startcnt:endcnt).^2); %power dissipate on R3

PowerBatt = battv(startcnt:endcnt).*loadi(startcnt:endcnt); %power generate by

battery

Powerdiss = Vout(startcnt:endcnt).*loadi(startcnt:endcnt) + PR3;

Ebatt = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),PowerBatt);

Ediss = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),Powerdiss);

currentintegralBatt = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),loadi(startcnt:endcnt));

DC = Ediss/current integralBatt;

y = [Ebatt;Ediss;current-integralBatt;DC];

end
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HybridEnergy-ode.m

%This function is to simulate hybrid system and gives back:

%Energy to Load, Energy from Battery, battery current integration, capacitor

current integration, discharge capacity

function y = HybridEnergyode()

global LBpairnum CAPpairnum loadi t D

global cx kv m Mbi alpha beta A

global Voc Rshunt Rpad Resr simu pulsenum

Rl = Rshunt(l);

R2 = Rshunt(2);

R3 = Rshunt(3);

rpadb = Rpad(1);

rpadc = Rpad(2);

%set initial state

totpairnum = LBpairnum + CAPpairnum;

VO(1:LBpairnum) = zeros(LBpairnum,l);

VO(LBpairnum + 1:totpairnum) = Voc(1)/m*ones(CAPpairnum,1); %initial state of V

capv(:,l) = VO(LBpairnum + 1:totpairnum); %no current yet

QO = cx(:).*VO(:);
QO(LBpairnum) = QO(LBpairnum) + kv*VO(LBpairnum)^2;

options = odeset('RelTol',le-5,'AbsTol',le-5);

Qdata = ode23tb(@hybridnonlin ode, [O,t(length(t))],QO);

odetime = (Qdata.x)';

Q_ode = Qdata.y;

for i = 1:totpairnum

Q(i,:) = interpl(odetime,Q ode(i,:),t);

V(i,:) = Q(i,:)/cx(i);

if (i == LBpairnum + 1)

if (kv ~ 0)

V(i,:) = (sqrt(cx(i)^2*ones(size(Q(i,:))) + 4*kv*Q(i,:)) -

cx(i)*ones(size(Q(i,:))))/2/kv;

end

end

end

Tb = alpha*Voc + beta*loadi - (A*V)';
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Ic = Ib - loadi;

batty = Voc - Ib*Resr - ([Mbi',zeros(1,CAPpairnum)]*V)';

batti = Ib;

Vout = batty - Ib*(R3 + rpadb);

capv = Vout - Ic*(R2 + rpadc);

capi = Ic;

sectionnumber = round(simupulsenum * 0.01);

if (sectionnumber < 1)

sectionnumber = 1;

else if (sectionnumber > 10)

sectionnumber = 10;

end

end

startcnt = length(t)*(simu-pulsenum - sectionnumber)/simu-pulsenum + 1;

endcnt = length(t);

PR2 = (R2 + Rpad(1))*(capi(startcnt:endcnt).A2);

PR3 = (R3 + Rpad(2))*(batti(startcnt:endcnt).^2); %power dissipate on R3

PowerBatt = battv(startcnt:endcnt).*batti(startcnt:endcnt); %power generate by

battery

PowerOut = Vout(startcnt:endcnt).*loadi(startcnt:endcnt);

Ebatt = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt) ,PowerBatt);

Ediss = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),PowerOut) + trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),PR2) +

trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),PR3);

current integralI = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),loadi(startcnt:endcnt));

current integralBatt = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),batti(startcnt:endcnt));

current integralCAP = trapz(t(startcnt:endcnt),capi(startcnt:endcnt));

DC = Ediss/currentintegralI;

y = [Ebatt;Ediss;current-integralBatt;current integralCAP;DC];

end
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SweepSimuAll-ode.m

%This file is for sweep along pulse amplitude I, duty cycle D, pulse period T for

both the Li-ion battery only model and 8.33 F Hybrid model, and calculate discharge

capacity and normalized energy efficiency gain.

%-------------2014.05.04-----------By YH

clc,clf,clear all

close all

format long;

global LBpairnum CAPpairnum

global cx kv m Mbi alpha beta A Mx Mv Mi

global Voc intp Rshunt Rpad Resr simu pulsenum

global Ildintp t Voc loadi

%DEFINE PARAMETERS-------------------------------------------------

Ri = lOe-3;R2 = lOe-3;R3 = lOe-3;

Rshunt = [Rl;R2;R3];

dts = .001;

Drange = 0.01:0.01:0.91; %%

Irange = 2:0.5:18; %A

Trange = 40:20:420; %ms

Vrange = 5:0.5:7.5; %v

Crang = 0.5:0.5:30;

stateflag = 1:1:3; %The flag indicates the state of sweep which variable;

%state-flag = 1:I; 2:D; 3:T;

%Battery model paras:-------------------------------------------------

zb = [0.074499766

0.001215743

1.878365419

0.000860477

65.73597844

0.074815159

186.4688713];

Resr = zb(1); %series resistance

Re = Resr + R3; %including R3

LBpairnum = (length(zb) - 1)/2;

Hs = Re;
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Mbv = eye(LBpairnum);

Mbi = ones(LBpairnum,1);

for i = 1:LBpairnum

rb(i) = zb(2*i);

cb(i) = zb(2*i + 1);

taub(i) = rb(i)*cb(i);

Hs = Hs + tf(rb(i), [taub(i),1]);

Mbv(i,i) = -1/rb(i);

end

%Ultracap model paras:--------------------------------------------------

zc = [74737

0.0261

20.28

0.1313

1.5374

186.4

1.05

0.06

0.417

0.0%3.51

1;

m = 3; %how many UCAP in series

rleak = zc(1); %leakage resistance

kv = zc(length(zc));

CAPpairnum = (length(zc) - 2)/2;

for i = 1:CAPpairnum

rc(i) = zc(2*i);

cc(i) = zc(2*i + 1);

tauc(i) = rc(i)*cc(i);

end

%ucap: form matrix for differential equation

gama = rc(l)/rleak;

for i = 1:CAPpairnum

gama = gama + rc(1)/rc(i);

end

%form matrix Mqv

Mqv = [];

for i = 1:CAPpairnum

for j = 1:CAPpairnum
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if (i ~ j)

Mqv(i,j) = 1/rc(i)/gama*rc(l)/rc(j);

else Mqv(i,j) = 1/rc(i)*(rc(l)/rc(i)/gama - 1);

end

end

end

%form matrix Mqi

Mqi = ones(CAPpairnum,1);

for i = 1:CAPpairnum

Mqi(i) = rc(1)/rc(i)/gama;

end

%hybrid: form matrix for differential equation

%pad resistance

rpadb = 0;%0.015;

rpadc = 0;%.015; %pad resistance, connect ucaps

Rpad = [rpadb;rpadc];

Rp = rpadc + R2;

alpha = 1/(m*rc(l)*Mqi(l) + Resr + R3 + rpadb + R2 + rpadc);

beta = alpha*(m*rc(1)*Mqi(1) + R2 + rpadc);

A = alpha*[ones(1,LBpairnum),m*(rc(1)*Mqv(1,:) + [1,zeros(1,CAPpairnum- 1)1)1;

Mx = blkdiag(Mbv,Mqv) - [Mbi;Mqi]*A;

Mv = alpha*[Mbi;Mqil;

Mi = [beta*Mbi;(beta - 1)*Mqi];

cx = [cb,cc];

%PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENTS

filename = 'ResultComparelatest.xlsx';

sheetname = 'Liion SOC 99%';

savefilenameI = '051914_SimulationResultI.mat';

savefilenameD = '051914_SimulationResultD.mat';

savefilenameT = '051914 SimulationResult T.mat';

savefilenameV = '051914_SimulationResultV.mat';

%SWEEP SIMULATION BONLY------------------------------------------

for i = 2:3 %1:length(state_flag)

switch state flag(i)

case 1 %sweep pulse amplitude
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D = 10*0.01;

T = 2 00*le-3;

for j = 1:length(Irange)

clear BONLYDATA HYBRIDDATA

loadi = [1;t = [];Voc = [];Voc intp = [];Ild intp = [];

I = Irange(j);

%generate pulse load current

simupulsenum = round(0.00966*3600*2.3/(T*D*I));

[loadi,t] = pulsecurrentgen(simupulsenum,T,D,I,dts);

%calculate voc

deltat = t(2) - t(1)

inteIb = zeros(size(loadi));

for kk = 2:length(t)

if (loadi(kk) > 0)

inteIb(kk) = intelb(kk-1) + (loadi(kk) +

loadi(kk-1))/2*deltat/3600/2.3;

else inteIb(kk) = inteIb(kk-1);

end

end

Voc = LiionSOCOCV(inteIb); %changing with interIb

Voc-intp = griddedInterpolant(t,Voc);

Ild-intp = griddedInterpolant(t,loadi);

%CALCULATE BONLY BEHAVIOR--------------------------

BONLYDATA = BatteryEnergy ode(Hs);

BEbattI(j) = BONLYDATA(l);

BEdissI(j) = BONLYDATA(2);

Bcurrent integralBattI(j) = BONLYDATA(3);

BDCI(j) = BONLYDATA(4);

%CALCULATE HYBRID BEHAVIOR------------------------

HYBRIDDATA = HybridEnergyode();

HEbattI(j) = HYBRIDDATA(l);

HEdissI(j) = HYBRIDDATA(2);

HcurrentintegralBattI(j) = HYBRIDDATA(3);

Hcurrent integralCAPI(j) = HYBRIDDATA(4);

HDCI(j) = HYBRIDDATA(5);

%CALCULATE EFF GAIN AND PLOT

EFFGAINI(j) = HDCI(j)/BDCI(j) - 1;

end

case 2 %sweep pulse duty cycle
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I = 8;

T = 200*le-3;

for j = 1:length(Drange)

clear BONLYDATA HYBRIDDATA

loadi = [];t = [];Voc = [];Voc intp = [];Ild-intp = [1;

D = Drange(j);

simu_pulsenum = round(O.00966*3600*2.3/(T*D*I));

%generate pulse load current

[loadi,t] = pulsecurrentgen(simupulsenum,T,D,I,dts);

%calculate voc

deltat = t(2) - t(1)

inteIb = zeros(size(loadi));

for kk = 2:length(t)

if (loadi(kk) > 0)

inteIb(kk) = inteIb(kk-1) + (loadi(kk) +

loadi(kk-1))/2*deltat/3600/2.3;

else inteIb(kk) = inteIb(kk-1);

end

end

Voc = LiionSOCOCV(inteIb); %changing with interIb

Voc-intp = griddedInterpolant(t,Voc);

Ildintp = griddedInterpolant(t,loadi);

%CALCULATE BONLY BEHAVIOR--------------------------

BONLYDATA = BatteryEnergyode(Hs);

BEbattD(j) = BONLYDATA(l);

BEdissD(j) = BONLYDATA(2);

BcurrentintegralBattD(j) = BONLYDATA(3);

BDCD(j) = BONLYDATA(4);

%CALCULATE HYBRID BEHAVIOR------------------------

HYBRIDDATA = HybridEnergyode(;

HEbattD(j) = HYBRIDDATA(l);

HEdissD(j) = HYBRIDDATA(2);

Hcurrent integralBattD(j) = HYBRIDDATA(3);

Hcurrent integralCAP D(j) = HYBRIDDATA(4);

HDC_D(j) = HYBRIDDATA(5);

%CALCULATE EFF GAIN AND PLOT

EFFGAIND(j) = HDCD(j)/BDCD(j) - 1;

end

case 3 %sweep pulse period
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I = 8;

D = 10*0.01;

for j = 1:length(Trange)

clear BONLYDATA HYBRIDDATA

loadi = [];t = [];Voc = [];Voc intp = [];Ildintp = [;

T = Trange(j) * le-3;

simu-pulsenum = round(0.00966*3600*2.3/(T*D*I));

%generate pulse load current

[loadi,t] = pulsecurrentgen(simupulsenum,T,D,I,dts);

%calculate voc

deltat = t(2) - t(1)

inteIb = zeros(size(loadi));

for kk = 2:length(t)

if (loadi(kk) > 0)

inteIb(kk) = inteIb(kk-1) + (loadi(kk) +

loadi(kk-1))/2*deltat/3600/2.3;

else inteIb(kk) = inteIb(kk-1);

end

end

Voc = LiionSOCOCV(inteIb); %changing with interIb

Voc-intp = griddedInterpolant(t,Voc);

Ildintp = griddedInterpolant(t,loadi);

%CALCULATE BONLY BEHAVIOR--------------------------

BONLYDATA = BatteryEnergyode(Hs);

BEbattT(j) = BONLYDATA(l);

BEdissT(j) = BONLYDATA(2);

Bcurrent integralBattT(j) = BONLYDATA(3);

BDCT(j) = BONLYDATA(4);

%CALCULATE HYBRID BEHAVIOR------------------------

HYBRIDDATA = HybridEnergyode();

HEbattT(j) = HYBRIDDATA(l);

HEdissT(j) = HYBRIDDATA(2);

HcurrentintegralBattT(j) = HYBRIDDATA(3);

HcurrentintegralCAPT(j) = HYBRIDDATA(4);

HDCT(j) = HYBRIDDATA(5);

%CALCULATE EFF GAIN AND PLOT

EFFGAINT(j) = HDCT(j)/BDCT(j) - 1;

end

otherwise

end
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end

save(savefilenameI,'Irange','BEbatt_I', 'BEdissI','Bcurrent_integralBattI','

BDCI','HEbattI','HEdissI','HcurrentintegralBattI','Hcurrent-integralCAP_

I','HDC_I','EFFGAIN_I');

save(savefilenameD,'Drange','BEbatt D', 'BEdissD','BcurrentintegralBattD','

BDCD','HEbattD','HEdissD', 'HcurrentintegralBattD','Hcurrent-integralCAP_

D','HDC_D','EFFGAIN_D');

save(savefilenameT,'Trange','BEbatt_T', 'BEdissT','Bcurrent_integralBatt_T','

BDCT', 'HEbatt_T', 'HEdissT','HcurrentintegralBattT','HcurrentintegralCAP_

T','HDC T','EFFGAINT');

figure(2);plot(Irange,EFFGAIN_I,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(3);plot(Drange,EFFGAIN_D,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(4);plot(Trange,EFFGAIN_T,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(6);plot(Irange,BDCI,Irange,HDCI,'LineWidth',2);

figure (7);plot(Irange,BcurrentintegralBattI,Irange,Hcurrent integralBattI,

'LineWidth',2);

figure(8) ;-plot(Irange,BEbattI,Irange,BEdissI,Irange,HEbattI,Irange,HEdiss_

I,'LineWidth',2);
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PlotResultsLiion.m

%THIS SCRIPT READS RESULTS OF NIMH BATTERIES AND PLOTS OUT

clc,clf,clear all

close all

filename = 'ResultCompare_latest.xlsx';

sheetname = 'Liion SOC 99%';

sheetname2 = 'Liion SOC 85%';

filenameI = '051914_SimulationResult_I_SAM3.mat';

filenameD = '051914_SimulationResult_D_SAM3.mat';

filenameT = '051914_SimulationResult_T_SAM3.mat';

load(filenameI);

load(filenameD);

load(filenameT);

%READ EXPERIMENTAL DATA 99%-----------------------------------------------

Experiresult = xlsread(filename,sheetname);

%Experiresult = [pulsenum Capacitor(F) Current(A) DutyCycle (%)

% Period(ms) Pulse Width(ms) Ediss Ebatt CurrBatt CurrDis dc Ediss/CurrBatt];

bki = 1;bkd = 1;bkt = 1;

hki = 1;hkd = 1;hkt = 1;

hki_1 = 1;hkd_1 = 1;hkt_1 = 1;

hki_2 = 1;hkd_2 = 1;hkt_2 = 1;

DCNO = 16;

EFFIBNO = 17;

EFFNO = 20;

ERRORNO = 18;

[xn,yn] = size(Experiresult);

for i = 1:xn

if (Experiresult(i,2) == 0) %Bonly data

if ((Experiresult(i,4) == 0.1) && (Experiresult(i,5) == 200))

sBDCIrange(bki) = Experiresult(i,3);

sBDCI(bki) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sBDCEI(bki) = 0.152/(Experi result(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experi-result(i,3) + 0.015;

bki = bki + 1;
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end

if ((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,5) == 200))

sBDCDrange(bkd) = Experiresult(i,4);

sBDCD(bkd) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sBDCED(bkd) = 0.152/(Experi result(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experi result(i,3) + 0.015;

bkd = bkd + 1;

end

if ((Experi result(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,4) 0.1))

sBDCTrange(bkt) = Experiresult(i,5);

sBDCT(bkt) = Experi result(i,DCNO);

sBDCET(bkt) = 0.152/(Experi result(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experiresult(i,3) + 0.015;

bkt = bkt + 1;

end

end

if (Experi result(i,2) == 1.667) %C5 data

if ((Experiresult(i,4) == 0.1) && (Experi result(i,5) == 200))

sHDC5_Irange(hki_1) = Experi result(i,3);

sHDC5_I(hki_1) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB5_I(hki_1) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG5_I(hki_1) = Experi result(i,EFFNO);

sHDC5EI(hki_1) = 0.152/(Experi-result(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experiresult(i,3) + 0.015;

hki_1 = hki_1 + 1;

end

if

0.008/Experi

((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,5) ==

sHDC5_Drange(hkd_1) = Experi result(i,4);

sHDC5_D(hkd_1) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB5_D(hkd_1) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG5_D(hkd_1) = Experiresult(i,EFFNO);

sHDC5E D(hkd 1) = 0.152/(Experiresult(i,3)*49.84) +

_result(i,3) + 0.015;

hkd_1 = hkd_1 + 1;

200))

end

if ((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,4) == 0.1))

sHDC5_Trange(hkt_1) = Experiresult(i,5);

sHDC5_T(hkt_1) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB5_T(hkt_1) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);
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sEFFG5_T(hkt_1) = Experi-result(i,EFFNO);

sHDC5ET(hkt_1) = 0.152/(Experiresult(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experi-result(i,3) + 0.015;

hkt_1 = hkt_1 + 1;

end

end

if (Experiresult(i,2) == 8.333) %C25 data

if ((Experiresult(i,4) == 0.1) && (Experiresult(i,5) == 200))

sHDC25_Irange(hki) = Experiresult(i,3);

sHDC25_I(hki) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB25_I(hki) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG25_I(hki) = Experiresult(i,EFFNO);

sHDC25EI(hki) = 0.152/(Experiresult(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experiresult(i,3) + 0.015;

hki = hki + 1;

end

if

0.008/Experi

((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,5) == 200))

sHDC25_Drange(hkd) = Experiresult(i,4);

sHDC25_D(hkd) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB25_D(hkd) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG25_D(hkd) = Experiresult(i,EFFNO);

sHDC25E D(hkd) = 0.152/(Experi-result(i,3)*49.84) +

_result(i,3) + 0.015;

hkd = hkd + 1;

end

if ((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,4) == 0.1))

sHDC25_Trange(hkt) = Experiresult(i,5);

sHDC25_T(hkt) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB25_T(hkt) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG25_T(hkt) = Experi-result(i,EFFNO);

sHDC25ET(hkt) = 0.152/(Experi result(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experiresult(i,3) + 0.015;

hkt = hkt + 1;

end

end

if (Experi result(i,2) == 16.667) %C50 data

if ((Experiresult(i,4) == 0.1) && (Experiresult(i,5) == 200))

sHDC5OIrange(hki_2) = Experiresult(i,3);
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sHDC50_I(hki_2) = Experi-result(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB50_I(hki_2) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG50_I(hki_2) = Experiresult(i,EFFNO);

sHDC50EI(hki_2) = 0.152/(Experiresult(i,3)*49.84) +

0.008/Experiresult(i,3) + 0.015;

hki_2 = hki_2 + 1;

end

if

0.008/Experi_

((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experi-result(

sHDC50_Drange(hkd_2) Experiresult(i,4);

sHDC50_D(hkd_2) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB50_D(hkd_2) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG50 D(hkd 2) = Experi result(i,EFFNO);

sHDC50ED(hkd_2) = 0.152/(Experiresult(i,3)*

result(i,3) + 0.015;

hkd_2 = hkd_2 + 1;

i,5) == 200))

49.84) +

end

0.008/Expe

if ((Experiresult(i,3) == 8) && (Experiresult(i,4) ==

sHDC50_Trange(hkt_2) = Experi result(i,5);

sHDC50_T(hkt_2) = Experiresult(i,DCNO);

sEFFIB50_T(hkt_2) = Experiresult(i,EFFIBNO);

sEFFG50_T(hkt_2) = Experiresult(i,EFFNO);

sHDC50E T(hkt 2) = 0.152/(Experi result(i,3)*49.84) +

ri result(i,3) + 0.015;

hkt_2 = hkt_2 + 1;

end

0.1))

end

end

%PLOT data

%calculate experi eff error

sBDCEI = sBDCEI;sBDCED = sBDCED;sBDCET = sBDCET;

sHDC5E I = sHDC5EI;sHDC5ED = sHDC5ED;sHDC5ET = sHDC5ET;

sHDC25EI = sHDC25EI;sHDC25ED = sHDC25ED;sHDC25ET = sHDC25ET;

sHDC50E_I = sHDC50E_I;sHDC50E_D = sHDC50ED;sHDC50ET = sHDC50ET;

%5F

for kk = 1:length(sHDC5_Irange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCIrange)

if (sHDC5lIrange(kk) == sBDC Irange(jj))

maxsEFFG5EI(kk) = ((1 + sHDC5EI(kk))*sHDC5_I(kk) - (1 -

sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj))/((1 - sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj));
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minsEFFG5E_I(kk) = ((1 - sHDC5EI(kk))*sHDC5I (kk) - (1 +

sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj))/((1 + sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj));

end

end

end

for kk = 1:length(sHDC5_Drange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCDrange)

if (sHDC5_Drange(kk) == sBDCDrange(jj))

maxsEFFG5ED(kk) = ((1 + sHDC5ED(kk))*sHDC5_D(kk) - (1 -

sBDCED(jj))*sBDC_D(jj))/((1 - sBDCE_D(jj))*sBDCD(jj));

minsEFFG5ED(kk) = ((1 - sHDC5ED(kk))*sHDC5_D(kk) - (1 +

sBDCE_D(jj))*sBDC_D(jj))/((1 + sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj));

end

end

end

for kk = 1:length(sHDC5_Trange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCTrange)

if (sHDC5_Trange(kk) == sBDCTrange(jj))

maxsEFFG5ET(kk) = ((1 + sHDC5ET(kk))*sHDC5_T(kk) - (1 -

sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj))/((1 - sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj));

minsEFFG5ET(kk) = ((1 - sHDC5ET(kk))*sHDC5_T(kk) - (1 +

sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj))/((1 + sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj));

end

end

end

%25 F

for kk = 1:length(sHDC25_Irange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCIrange)

if (sHDC25_Irange(kk) == sBDCIrange(jj))

maxsEFFG25EI(kk) = ((1 + sHDC25EI(kk))*sHDC25_I(kk) - (1 -

sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj))/((1 - sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj));

minsEFFG25EI(kk) = ((1 - sHDC25EI(kk))*sHDC25_I(kk) - (1 +

sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj))/((1 + sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj));

end

end

end

for kk = 1:length(sHDC25_Drange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCDrange)

if (sHDC25_Drange(kk) == sBDCDrange(jj))
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maxsEFFG25ED(kk) = ((1 + sHDC25ED(kk))*sHDC25_D(kk) - (1 -

sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj))/((1 - sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj));

minsEFFG25ED(kk) = ((1 - sHDC25ED(kk))*sHDC25_D(kk) - (1 +

sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj))/((1 + sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj));

end

end

end

for kk = 1:length(sHDC25_Trange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCTrange)

if (sHDC25_Trange(kk) == sBDCTrange(jj))

maxsEFFG25ET(kk) = ((1 + sHDC25ET(kk))*sHDC25_T(kk) - (1 -

sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj))/((1 - sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj));

minsEFFG25ET(kk) = ((1 - sHDC25ET(kk))*sHDC25_T(kk) - (1 +

sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj))/((1 + sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj));

end

end

end

%50 F

for kk = 1:length(sHDC50_Irange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCIrange)

if (sHDC50_Irange(kk) == sBDCIrange(jj))

maxsEFFG50E_I(kk) = ((1 + sHDC50E_I(kk))*sHDC50_I(kk) - (1 -

sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj))/((1 - sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj));

minsEFFG50EI(kk) = ((1 - sHDC50EI(kk))*sHDC50_I(kk) - (1 +

sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj))/((1 + sBDCEI(jj))*sBDCI(jj));

end

end

end

for kk = 1:length(sHDC50_Drange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCDrange)

if (sHDC50_Drange(kk) == sBDC Drange(jj))

maxsEFFG50E_D(kk) = ((1 + sHDC50E_D(kk))*sHDC50_D(kk) - (1 -

sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj))/((1 - sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj));

minsEFFG50ED(kk) = ((1 - sHDC50E D(kk))*sHDC50 D(kk) - (1 +

sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj))/((1 + sBDCED(jj))*sBDCD(jj));

end

end

end

for kk = 1:length(sHDC50_Trange)

for jj = 1:length(sBDCTrange)
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if (sHDC50_Trange(kk) == sBDCTrange(jj))

maxsEFFG50ET(kk) = ((1 + sHDC50ET(kk))*sHDC50_T(kk) - (1 -

sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj))/((1 - sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj));

minsEFFG50ET(kk) = ((1 - sHDC50E_T(kk))*sHDC50_T(kk) - (1 +

SBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj))/((1 + sBDCET(jj))*sBDCT(jj));

end

end

end

%trend line for EFF

f251_EFF = polyfit(sHDC25_Irange,

f25DEFF = polyfit(sHDC25_Drange,

f25TEFF = polyfit(sHDC25_Trange,

sEFFG25_I*100,2)

sEFFG25_D*100,1)

sEFFG25_T*100,1)

f501_EFF = polyfit(sHDC50_Irange,sEFFG50_1*100,2)

f50DEFF = polyfit(sHDC50_Drange,sEFFG50_D*100,1)

f50TEFF = polyfit(sHDC50_Trange,sEFFG50_T*100,1)

%Trend line for DC

fBIDC = polyfit(sBDC Irange,sBDCI,1);

fBDDC = polyfit(sBDCDrange,sBDCD,1);

fBTDC = polyfit(sBDCTrange,sBDCT,1);

= polyfit(

= polyfit(

= polyfit(

= polyfit

= polyfit

= polyf it

= polyfit

= polyf it

= polyfit

sHDC5_Irange,sHDC5_I,1);

sHDC5_Drange,sHDC5_D,1);

sHDC5_Trange,sHDC5_T,1);

(sHDC25_Irange,

(sHDC25_Drange,

(sHDC25_Trange,

(sHDC50_Irange,

(sHDC50 Drange,

(sHDC50_Trange,

sHDC25_I,

sHDC25_D,

sHDC25_T,

sHDC50_I,

sHDC50_D,

sHDC50_T,

%Plot

%Simulation Data

%SIMU EFF VS EXPERI EFF

figure(2);plot(Irange,EFFGAINI*100,':r',LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure(3);plot(Drange(2:length(Drange)),EFFGAIND(2:length(Drange))*100,':r',

'LineWidth',3);hold on;
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figure (4);plot(Trange,EFFGAINT*100,':rI,'LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure (2);errorbar(sHDC25_Irange,sEFFG25_I*100,minsEFFG25EI*100,maxsEFFG25E_

I*100,'rs','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',5,'LineWi

dth',3);hold on;

figure (3);errorbar(sHDC25_Drange,sEFFG25_D*100,minsEFFG25ED*100,maxsEFFG25E_

D*100,'rs','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',5,'LineWi

dth',3);hold on;

figure(4);errorbar(sHDC25_Trange,sEFFG25_T*100,minsEFFG25ET*100,maxsEFFG25E_

T*100,'rs','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',5,'LineWi

dth',3);hold on;

%title,label,...

figure(2);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Normalized EG

vs Pulse Amplitude','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Amplitude/A','fontsize',16);ylabel('Normalized

EG/%','fontsize',16);

legend('Simu - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B & Hybrid

8.33F');set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([0 30]);

figure (3);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Normalized EG

vs Duty Cycle','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Duty Cycle/%','fontsize',16);ylabel('Normalized EG/%','fontsize',16);

legend('Simu - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B & Hybrid

8.33F');set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([0 30]);

figure (4);hold off;grid;title ('Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Normalized EG

vs Pulse Period','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Period/ms','fontsize',16);ylabel('Normalized

EG/%','fontsize',16);

legend('Simu - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B & Hybrid

8.33F');set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([0 30]);

%SIMU DC VS EXPERI DC

figure(5);plot(Irange,BDCI,':b','LineWidth',2);hold

on;plot(Irange,HDCI,':r','LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure(6);plot(Drange,BDCD,':b','LineWidth',2);hold

on;plot(Drange(2:length(Drange)),HDCD(2:length(Drange)),':r','LineWidth',3);

hold on;

figure(7);plot(Trange,BDCT,':b','LineWidth',2);hold

on;plot(Trange,HDCT,':r','LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure(5);errorbar(sBDC Irange,sBDCI,sBDCEI.*sBDCI,'b*','MarkerEdgeColor',

'b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',7,'LineWidth',3);hold on;
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figure(5);errorbar(sHDC25_Irange,sHDC25_I,sHDC25EI.*sHDC25_I,'rs','MarkerEdg

eColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r', 'MarkerSize',5,'LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure(6);errorbar(sBDCDrange,sBDCD,sBDCED.*sBDCD,'b*','MarkerEdgeColor',

'b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',7,'LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure(6);errorbar(sHDC25_Drange,sHDC25_D,sHDC25ED.*sHDC25_D,'rs','MarkerEdg

eColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize',5, 'LineWidth',3) ;hold on;

figure(7);errorbar(sBDCTrange,sBDCT,sBDCET.*sBDCT,'b*','MarkerEdgeColor',

'b', 'MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',7,'LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure (7);errorbar(sHDC25_Trange,sHDC25_T,sHDC25ET.*sHDC25_T,'rs','MarkerEdg

eColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',5,'LineWidth',3);hold on;

figure(5);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Discharge

Capacity vs Pulse Amplitude','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Amplitude/A','fontsize',16);ylabel('Discharge

Capacity/V','fontsize',16);

legend('Simu - B','Simu - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B','Expe - Hybrid 8.33F');%,'Expe

85% - B','Expe 85% - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([4.5 8]);

figure(6);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Discharge

Capacity vs Duty Cycle','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Duty Cycle/%','fontsize',16);ylabel('Discharge

Capacity/V','fontsize',16);

legend('Simu - B','Simu - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B','Expe - Hybrid 8.33F');%,'Expe

85% - B','Expe 85% - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([4 8]);

figure(7);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Simulation vs Experiments - Discharge

Capacity vs Pulse Period','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Period/ms' 'fontsize',16);ylabel('Discharge

Capacity/V','fontsize',16);

legend('Simu - B','Simu - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B','Expe - Hybrid 8.33F');%,'Expe

85% - B','Expe 85% - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([4.5 8]);

%Experimental Data

%EXPERI EFF

clear Irange Drange Trange

Irange = 2:1:25;

Drange = 0:0.1:1;

Trange = 25:5:450;
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figure(8);errorbar(sHDC5 Irange,sEFFG5_I*100,minsEFFG5EI*100,maxsEFFG5EI*10

0,'co','MarkerEdgeColor','c','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth'

,2);hold on;

errorbar(sHDC25_Irange,sEFFG25_I*100,minsEFFG25EI*100,maxsEFFG25E_I*100,'rs'

,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',8);hold on;

errorbar(sHDC50_Irange,sEFFG50_I*100,minsEFFG50E I*100,maxsEFFG50EI*100,'g^'

,'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g','MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);ho

ld on;

figure(9);errorbar(sHDC5_Drange,sEFFG5_D*100,minsEFFG5ED*100,maxsEFFG5ED*10

0,'co','MarkerEdgeColor', 'C', 'MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth'

,2);hold on;

errorbar(sHDC25_Drange,sEFFG25_D*100,minsEFFG25ED*100,maxsEFFG25ED*100,'rs'

,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);ho

ld on;

errorbar(sHDC50_Drange,sEFFG50_D*100,minsEFFG50E_D*100,maxsEFFG50E_D*100,'g^'

,'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g','MarkerFaceColor', 'g','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);ho

ld on;

figure(10);errorbar(sHDC5_Trange,sEFFG5_T*100,minsEFFG5ET*100,maxsEFFG5ET*l

00,'co','MarkerEdgeColor', 'C', 'MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth

',2);hold on;

errorbar(sHDC25_Trange,sEFFG25_T*100,minsEFFG25ET*100,maxsEFFG25ET*100,'rs'

,'MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);ho

ld on;

errorbar(sHDC50 Trange,sEFFG50_T*100,minsEFFG50E_T*100,maxsEFFG50E_T*100,'g^I

,'MarkerEdgeColor','g', 'MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);ho

ld on;

figure (8);

plot(Irangepolyval(f25IEFFIrange),'-.r','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Irangepolyval(f501_EFF,Irange),'-.g','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

figure (9);

plot(Drangepolyval(f25DEFF,Drange), '-.r', 'LineWidth',1.5) ;hold on;

figure(10);

plot(Trangepolyval(f25TEFFTrange),'-.r','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Trange,polyval(f50T_EFF,Trange), '-.g', 'LineWidth',1.5) ;hold on;

figure(8);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Experiments - Normalized EG vs Pulse

Amplitude','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Amplitude/A','fontsize',16);ylabel('Normalized

EG/%','fontsize',16);
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legend('Expe - B & Hybrid 1.667F','Expe - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B & Hybrid

16.67F');%,'Expe 85% - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - B & Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([0 40]);

figure(9);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Experiments - Normalized EG vs Duty

Cycle','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Duty Cycle/%','fontsize',16);ylabel('Normalized EG/%','fontsize',16);

legend('Expe - B & Hybrid 1.667F','Expe - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B & Hybrid

16.67F');%,'Expe 85% - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - B & Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([0 301);

figure(10);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Experiments - Normalized EG vs Pulse

Period','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Period/ms', 'fontsize',16) ;ylabel('Normalized

EG/%','fontsize',16);

legend('Expe - B & Hybrid 1.667F','Expe - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - B & Hybrid

16.67F');%,'Expe 85% - B & Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - B & Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([0 30]);

%Experi DC

figure(ll);errorbar(sBDCIrange,sBDCI,sBDCEI.*sBDCI,'b*','MarkerEdgeColor'

,'b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(ll);errorbar(sHDC5 Irange,sHDC5 I,sHDC5EI.*sHDC5_I,'co','MarkerEdgeCo

lor','c','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',5);hold on;

figure(ll);errorbar(sHDC25_Irange,sHDC25_I,sHDC25EI.*sHDC25_I,'rs','MarkerEd

geColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(ll);errorbar(sHDC50_Irange,sHDC50_I,sHDC50E_I.*sHDC50_I,'g'^','MarkerEd

geColor','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(12);errorbar(sBDCDrange,sBDCD,sBDCED.*sBDCD,Ib*','MarkerEdgeColor'

,'b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure (12);errorbar(sHDC5_Drange,sHDC5_D,sHDC5ED.*sHDC5_D,'co','MarkerEdgeCo

lor','c','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',5);hold on;

figure(12);errorbar(sHDC25_Drange,sHDC25_D,sHDC25ED.*sHDC25_D,'rs','MarkerEd

geColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(12);errorbar(sHDC50_Drange,sHDC50_D,sHDC50E_D.*sHDC50_D, 'gAI, 'MarkerEd

geColor','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(13);errorbar(sBDC Trange,sBDCT,sBDCET.*sBDCT,'b*','MarkerEdgeColor'

,'b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure(13);errorbar(sHDC5_Trange,sHDC5 T,sHDC5ET.*sHDC5_T,'co','MarkerEdgeCo

lor','c','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',5);hold on;
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figure(13);errorbar(sHDC25_Trange,sHDC25_T,sHDC25ET.*sHDC25_T,'rs','MarkerEd

geColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize',8, 'LineWidth',2) ;hold on;

figure(13);errorbar(sHDC50_Trange,sHDC50_T,sHDC50E_T.*sHDC50_T,' gA','MarkerEd

geColor','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',8,'LineWidth',2);hold on;

figure (11);

plot(Irange,polyval(fBIDC,Irange),'-.b','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Irange,polyval(f25IDC,Irange),'-.r','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Irange,polyval(f50IDC,Irange),'-.g','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

figure(12);

plot(Drange,polyval(fBD DC,Drange),'-.b','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Drange,polyval(f25DDC,Drange),'-.r','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

figure(13);

plot(Trange,polyval(fBTDC,Trange),'-.b','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Trange,polyval(f25TDC,Trange),'-.r','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

plot(Trange,polyval(f50T_DC,Trange),'-.g','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;

figure (11) ;hold off;grid;title ('Li-ion Experiments - Discharge Capacity vs Pulse

Amplitude','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Amplitude/A','fontsize',16);ylabel('Discharge

Capacity/V','fontsize',16);

legend('Expe - B','Expe - Hybrid 1.667F','Expe - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - Hybrid

16.67F');%,'Expe 85% - B','Expe 85% - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([4.5 8]);

figure(12);hold off;grid;title('Li-ion Experiments - Discharge Capacity vs Duty

Cycle','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Duty Cycle/%','fontsize',16);ylabel('Discharge

Capacity/V','fontsize',16);

legend('Expe - B','Expe - Hybrid 1.667F','Expe - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - Hybrid

16.67F');%,'Expe 85% - B','Expe 85% - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([4 8]);

figure(13);hold off;grid;title ('Li-ion Experiments - Discharge Capacity vs Pulse

Period','FontSize',16);

xlabel('Pulse Period/ms', 'fontsize',16);ylabel('Discharge

Capacity/V','fontsize',16);

legend('Expe - B','Expe - Hybrid 1.667F','Expe - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe - Hybrid

16.67F');%,'Expe 85% - B','Expe 85% - Hybrid 8.33F','Expe 85% - Hybrid 16.67F');

set(gca,'fontsize',16);ylim([4.5 8]);
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